Tuesday 5th December at 10.30
Monthly General Auction
2 Rostrums
Office furniture, Computers & printers. Colour copier, TVs & monitors.
Fishing tackle. Toys & Gifts. Xmas cards. Stationery.
Household furniture & sundries.
Carpets & rugs. Christmas lighting decorations.
Sofas & Beds, Contract furniture,
Wedding dresses, Clothing, Snooker & billiard tables.
Pine & oak tables & chairs. Exercise equipment.
The contents of a Health Food shop in liquidation..
A large selection of Commercial and
Domestic Catering equipment.
Antique & Period Furniture:
Rosewood mid century Dyrlund Lotus Flip Flap table
+ 2 vintage chair sets.
Dressers, secretaries, dressing mirrors, desks,
display cabinets, 2 old hip baths, croquet set. Stamps.
China & decorative items. Pictures & prints..
——————————————————————————————————————-

Wednesday 6th December at 10.30
Monthly Commercial Auction
2 Rostrums

Contents of local Cabinet maker’s workshop:
FELDER CF 731Combination woodworking machine, Mardon dust
extraction system, Mini Max S500P band Saw, sash cramps etc
Surplus Stock of of mainly New Power Tools approx: 300 lots :
DeWalt, Bosch, Makita, Einhell, Metabo, Trend, Paslode, Ryobi, Festool,
Makita & Hitachi cordless drills, nail guns, angle grinders, circular saws,
breakers, levels, sliding chop saws, Brick cutting jigs, work stands etc….
New & ex Demo Woodworking machinery:
Lathes, saw benches, belt sanders, bandsaws,
guillotines, framing nailers, drill press, dust extractors etc.
Large pass thru sander, mitre cutter.
Misc.: Wood burning stoves. Builder’s tools. Pest control equip.
40 pallets of sandstone, slate & granite Paving. Insulation, ladders,
60 Dumpy bags of logs. Large 3.5t box trailer.
3.5t Ifor Williams Trailer. Vintage Pony Trap
. RAM R100 child’s Quad bike.
Landrover Discovery TDV6 HSE Auto 2009.
On View. Sat. Morn. 9 -1pm, Mon. 9 - 7pm,
Sale mornings from 8am

Live On-Line Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com

www.mstauctioneers.co.uk

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2)
GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3)
THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd
cannot be held liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4)
BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus
VAT. This does not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The
Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5)
BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids,
the Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter, vary or
withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid (either by card or cash)
by any person wishing to bid.
6)
COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the
lots, no guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer may
take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7)
METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer,
cash, credit or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. A handling charge of 3% will be added to all payments made by credit
card (Mastercard, Visa Credit, American Express or cards registered overseas). There is no surcharge for the use of Debit cards. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made directly into our account (please contact the
office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8)
DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction
Notes/Important Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9)
ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which
they feel are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10)
ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building
after removal. These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11)
SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been
purchased at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for inspection.
Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be
responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such accident or damage arises from the
negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to
insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12)
FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description,
measurement, weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or warranty as to
quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13)
CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall
be acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by the Purchaser
in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14)
RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the
Purchaser. The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to the
purchaser until full payment has been received.
15)
REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS
FOLLOWING THE SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE
HAS BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be paid in full
before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance will be returned to the
purchaser.
16)
LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's
risk and neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17)
LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being
removed shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and subject to the
provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18)
LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by
the Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect of the
goods the subject of the claim.
19)
DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they
shall appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant, machinery or
equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps as are
necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such testing and examination
as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21)
ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply
with the Acts and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22)
ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the
road worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers or the
Vendor.
23)
EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a
Purchaser.
24)
SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25)
CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26)
CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder.
Purchasers are warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27)
POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and
Furnishings (Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28)
UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with
the fire resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29)
TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully
aware of their legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the time
frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST 2 Day Auction 5th/6th December 2017. VAT at 20% unless marked “M”. Buyer’s Premium 18% + VAT, except Vehicles at 10% +VAT.
DAY 1, Rostrum 1, by Auction Office, commencing at 10.30

Commences far right hand side of Hangar 1.
1. M - A large cast iron solid fuel stove with two folding doors and a brass spark guard
2. V - 1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
3. V - 1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
4. M - 1 ornate cast iron inset fire place with tiled surround, 1 grey painted wall shelf and 1
floor standing light (Trade)
5. M - Two electric heaters, a stainless steel preserving pan and various sundries (1 shelf)
6. M - 2 pouffes, various clocks, ornaments and sundries etc (one shelf)
7. V - Two upright floor steam cleaners by Vax
8. M - A pine child's cot, a pushchair, a quantity of miscellaneous DVDs books and household
sundries (3 shelves)
9. M - Stainless steel pedal bin, a quantity of games and sundries (4 shelves)
10. M - A large quantity of Mega Bloks contents of two boxes(1 shelf)
11. M - 3 electric heaters and a microwave oven - trade
12. M - 3 electric pull along vacuum cleaners and a quantity of miscellaneous baskets and
household sundries - trade
13. M - A quantity of miscellaneous household chinaware and miscellaneous sundries etc (1
bay three shelves)
14. M - Various suitcases, miscellaneous cushions, electrical appliances and household
sundries (1 Bay 3 shelves) - trade
15. M - A quantity of miscellaneous games, toys and children's kits etc (1 Bay 3 shelves)
16. M - Quantity of miscellaneous unused picture frames, gloves, ornaments and sundries etc
(one bay three shelves)
17. M - Two grey painted wardrobes and a grey painted display cabinet
18. M - A modern light wood bedroom chest of 5 drawers and 2 matching bedside cabinets
19. M - 1 wood effect display cabinet
20. M - A tubular plastic chair and a floor standing hair drying lamp
21. M - A metal computer table, two bedside cabinets, a bar stool and a magazine rack
22. M - A basket work conservatory chair, an old leather box and a coffee table
23. V - A Bissell upright vacuum cleaner trade
24. M - An oak bureau with a fall front and two bedside cabinets
25. M - A circular bedroom table, a TV stand, two folding director's chairs, a coffee table, a
trouser press and household sundries
26. M - A golf trolley and various ladies golf clubs
27. M - A modern Massage Imperial folding portable massage table
28. M - A dressmaker's dummy and a portable hairdressers sink
29. V - A modern black metal framed rectangular kitchen table with a wood grained finished
top and a set of four matching dining chairs
30. M - Two dark wood open fronted bookcases
31. M - A dark wood sideboard, a nest of 3 dark wood coffee tables and various small items of
furniture
32. M - A dark wood finish sideboard and a pair of matching corner cabinets
33. M - A wrought iron and wooden plant trough an open fronted bookcase, a small pine drop
leaf breakfast table, a dark wood writing table and two small tables
34. M - A light oak bedroom chest of 5 drawers and a light wood finished wardrobe
35. V - Two rectangular wall mirrors in Silver coloured frames and a similar floral picture in a
silver coloured frame
36. V - An oval glass topped table with an adjustable TV stand attached
37. M - A lilac coloured plastic armchair, a tubular folding chair and a spin dryer by white
Knight trade
38. M - Various rugs and a large green painted mirror frame etc (one shelf)
39. M - A modern portable electric heater with remote control, a small keyboard, a pull along
vacuum cleaner and various other sundries (one shelf) trade
40. M - 1 dark wood corner unit with mirrored door
41. V - A tall white melamine wardrobe unit with two doors
42. V - A dressing table with two matching bedside cabinets and an upholstered chair
43. V - A pine portable wooden framed fabric wardrobe
44. M - 2 lightwood two tier coffee tables
45. M - A reproduction dark wood bookcase cabinet with 2 open shelves 2 drawers and 2
doors below
46. M - Two reproduction floor standing corner cabinets each with a glazed door and a
panelled door
47. V - Two small mahogany cd/dvd cabinets each with two doors
48. M - A pine bedroom chest of two short and 3 long drawers with turned knobs
49. M - An old pine bedroom chest too short and three long drawers with turned knobs
50. M - A pine kitchen dresser with open shelves, one drawer and two cupboards under
51. M - Pine wall hanging corner cabinet with a glazed door and closing shelves
52. M - A modern tropical fish aquarium with stand and ancillary equipment trade
53. M - A modern Hoover upright vacuum cleaner and a small wooden sewing box - trade
54. M - A modern dark wood floor standing illuminated side loading display cabinet with glass
shelves - trade
55. M - An array of reproduction style dark wood bookcases comprising three central units with
adjustable shelves, drawers and cupboards under and two end corner units
56. M - A reproduction dark wood tall boy of two short and 5 long drawers with brass drop
handles
57. M - A white painted chest of two short and three long drawers with turned knobs
58. M - A white painted chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned knobs
59. M - A child's drum kit by Burswood
60. M - A small medium wood a bedroom chest of 3 drawers
61. M - A modern pine kitchen dresser with open shelves 3 drawers and 3 Doors below
62. M - An arrangement of six various tropical fish tanks with stands and ancillary equipment
63. M - A pine child's cot and Mattress
64. M - Various boat floats, propeller an old agricultural scythe and other items (one shelf)
65. M - A quantity of miscellaneous household sundries
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M - An oak rectangular top drawer Leaf dining table
M - Set of 4 white painted Queen Anne style dining chairs
M - A dark wood open fronted bookcase, a wooden coal hod & an electric heater - trade
M - A modern tubular frame and and wooden adjustable computer table
V - A pair of brown patterned buttoned back armchairs
V - A pair of green patterned buttoned back armchairs
V - A blue painted child's bed and a baby's moses basket with stand
V - A reproduction walnut finished cabinet enclosing a dynatron hifi system - trade
M - A dark wood coffee table, a modern electric heater, a nest of 3 coffee tables and an
adjustable lamp standard - trade
75. M - A rectangular glass topped coffee table, a light wood framed mirror and two coffee
tables
76. M - 2 tubular framed wooden kitchen chairs, a drop leaf kitchen table and a light wood
kitchen table
77. V - 2 light painted wooden chairs with wooden seat pads
78. V - 2 wooden dining chairs with rush seat pads
79. V - two light painted wooden dining chairs
80. V - 1 square wooden dining table approx 76 cm by 76 cm
81. V - 1 square wooden dining table approx 70cm by 70 cm
82. V - 6 lime wash effect wooden ladder back dining chairs
83. M - A dark wood rectangular topped kitchen table, a medium wood "D" end extending
dining table and a keep calm sign
84. M - A set of four medium wood ladder back dining chairs with upholstered seats
85. V - A fawn upholstered arm chair
86. M - A fawn floral patterned three piece suite comprising a three seater settee and two
matching armchairs
87. M - A fawn upholstered armchair
88. M - a cream upholstered three piece suite (3 + 2 + 1) with matching glass top coffee table
89. M - A quantity of ceramic tiles, tile cement and grout etc
90. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames, two concrete garden ornaments and
miscellaneous sundries (one shelf)
91. M - 4 Modern suitcases and 3 holdalls (1 shelf)
92. M - A modern light wood rectangular topped kitchen table and a set of six matching a
ladder backed chairs
93. M - A medium wood rectangular topped farmhouse kitchen table with two extending leaves
& heavy Square legs & a set of six similar ladder backed chairs 168 X 92 cm plus leaves
94. M - Atholl medium wood display cabinet and a Christmas tree
95. M - A Scandinavian design Skovby maple wood dining table, circular extending to club
shape on a cylindrical pedestal with 4 matching slat back chairs with upholstered seats
96. M - A light oak "D" end extending dining table on turned legs with two centre leaves, plus a
set of four matching ladder back chairs with rush seats and a pair of lightwood bentwood
tub chairs with rush seats. 156 X 110 cm plus leaves
97. V - 6 wooden dining chairs 4 of which will require wax or similar finish before use
98. V - two matching dark wood dining chairs with different seat pads
99. V - 2 Oak ladder back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
100. M - An oval pine kitchen table, a Victorian mahogany chiffonier and 2 kitchen chairs
101. M - A modern heavy duty light wood kitchen table with a rectangular top
102. V - 2 oak vee back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
103. V - 2 oak wide slat back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
104. V - 2 light oak ladder back chairs - 1 set pad requires wax or similar finish
105. V - 2 oak slat back dining chairs with cream upholstered seat pads
106. V - 2 oak dining chairs with cream upholstered seat pads
107. V - 1 light oak bench approx 1.80m x 46cm
108. M - A set of six red upholstered high back and dining chairs
109. M - A fawn upholstered two-seater settee and matching armchair
110. M - A fawn upholstered electrically operated recliner chair - trade
111. M - A mid century vintage rosewood Tulip "flip flap" circular dining table by Dyrlund
112. M - A set of six 1960s vintage dining chairs with split cane seats and backs
113. M - A set of six 1960s vintage dining chairs with cane backs and upholstered seats
by Dyrlund
114. M - A heavy conservatory table with slate effect ceramic tiled top on a wickerwork base
and two matching benches by Dream Garden
115. M - A large rectangular 1960s vintage rosewood coffee table and two similar smaller
coffee tables
116. M - A 1960s vintage rosewood sideboard with four doors and closing shelves
117. M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica type Millicent size 16, RRP £430
118. M - 1 wedding dress by Tiffany type TF42 size 16, RRP £1195
119. M - 1 bridesmaids dress by Imagination Bridesmaids 1150 Beige, size 16, RRP £245
120. M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica type Shania size 16, RRP £610
121. M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo type ivory size 16, RRP £190
122. M - 1 wedding dress by Margaret Lee size 16, RRP £495
123. M - 1 wedding dress by Margaret Lee type Reflections size 16, RRP £295
124. M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 16, RRP £495
125. M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 16, RRP £550
126. M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo type 1923 size 16, RRP £500
127. M - 5 various long evening dresses
128. M - 5 various long evening dresses
129. M - 5 various long evening dresses
130. M - 5 various long evening dresses
131. M - A qty of various evening wear accessories including stoles, hand bags, bow ties etc.
Contents of two shelves
132. M - A qty of various evening wear accessories including cummerbunds, ties, tights etc.
Contents of two shelves
133. M - 1 hanging tear drop chair with cushion
134. M - 1 blue metal wheel chair by Lloyds type Betterlife
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135. M - 1 walking aid / shopping basket by Delta Sport type SR1499
136. V - A quantity of various items including alligator slippers, neoprene boots, umbrellas etc.
Contents of 1 mesh display basket which is not included
137. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size XXL
138. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size XXL
139. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size XXL
140. V - 1 blue outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size XL
141. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
142. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
143. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
144. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
145. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
146. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
147. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
148. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
149. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size L
150. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size M
151. V - 1 red outdoor jacket by Tribord type Decathlon Creation size M
152. V - 1 outdoor jacket by North Face size M Mens and 1 long arm fleece by North Face
size M Mens
153. V - 1 outdoor jacket by North Face size L Womens and 1 armless fleece by North Face
size XL Womens
154. V - 1 outdoor jacket by North Face size M Womens and 1 armless fleece by North Face
size XL Mens
155. V - 5 various fleeces by North Face (2 long sleeve and 3 armless) and 1 other jacket by
Russell
156. V - A large quantity of various clothing including ladies and children's (approx 48 various
garments)
157. V - A quantity of various items including loose lay tiles, vinyl table cloths, an artificial
Christmas tree, bowls etc. Contents of one bay /4 shelves and includes the grey plastic
pallet leaning up behind this lot
158. V - A large quantity of plastic balls suitable for ball pool etc. Contents of 1 wheeled cage
which is not included
159. V - A large quantity of plastic balls suitable for ball pool etc. Contents of 1 wheeled cage
which is not included
160. V - A large quantity of plastic balls suitable for ball pool etc. Contents of 1 wheeled cage
which is not included
161. V - A quantity of various items including ties, hats, scarves etc. Contents of two mesh
baskets which are not included
162. V - A quantity of various items including socks, towels, thermal under wear etc. Contents
of two mesh baskets which are not included
163. V - 12 Snowboards by Whiteout
164. V - 11 Snowboards by Whiteout
165. M - 17 various fishing rods and 4 reels - for spares /repair
166. M - 4 fishing chairs
167. M - 10 various rods (some have broken rings)
168. M - 6 rods by Maximus and Warbird (beach and boat)
169. M - 10 various rods
170. M - 1 immersion suit by Fladen type TK-007S, size Adult Universal with helicopter rescue
belt and storage bag
171. M - 6 x Grauvell rods for spares / repair
172. M - A quantity of approx 300 packs of hooks and swivels
173. M - A quantity of approx 1300 Mustad hooks
174. M - A quantity of various tackle (approx 40 packs)
175. M - A quantity of approx 30 various items / small packs including a pack of 50 pole
floats, flyline, plugs and shads
176. M - A set of flotation bid and brace trousers size XL
177. M - 20 x various plugs
178. M - A quantity of approx 40 items / small packs of terminal tackle including plugs, eels
179. M - A quantity of approx 50 items / small packs of terminal tackle including line, plugs,
floats etc
180. M - A quantity of approx 100 items / small packs of terminal tackle
181. M - A quantity of approx 100 items / small packs of terminal tackle including multi packs,
shot, pairs etc
182. M - 10 pirks (2-400g)
183. M - 7 x various Dinsmores net heads (no handles)
184. M - 6 packs of Old Ghost Sausage bait
185. M - 3 beach reels
186. M - 3 beach / spinning reels
187. M - 3 beach reels
188. M - 2 beach / spinning reels
189. M - 10 x pirks (200g +)
190. M - 10 x packs of 5 lures / spinners
191. M - 10 x various reels
192. M - 10 x various reels
193. M - 4 x unused Warbird 8bb spinning reels with spare spools
194. M - 5 x various reels
195. M - 5 x various reels (3 x fixed spool and 2 x multiplier)
196. M - 20 x various plugs
197. M - 20 x Warbird plugs
198. M - 20 x various items including paravanes, shad packs and lures
199. M - 20 x various items including lures, plugs and latex fish with heads
200. M - 11 x paravanes and 9 x latex fish packs
201. M - 5 x beach shelters
202. M - A qty of various tackle including a rig bag and a bag of weights
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M - 40 x locket spinners
M - 6 boxes of Matt Hayes tackle / packs
M - 6 packs of Matt Hayes tackle and lures
M - 6 x plug sets and a loaded tackle box
M - Approximately 40000 ashima hooks 10K of each 14 / 16 / 18 / 20
M - 5 various rods for spares / repair
M - 12 various rods by Warbird / Vantage for spares / repair
M - 10 various rods by Warbird / Maximus for spares / repair
M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 4 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 4 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 4 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards
M - 6 boxes containing a quantity of various Christmas cards and other Christmas related
items
219. V - A quantity of various IT/electrical equipment including a bstar juicer, two boxes of
cable storage rollers and 5 all in one car kits for iPads, trade
220. M - A large quantity of electrical extension/gang plugs contents of one shelf
221. M - A small grey key cabinet by Avery type mk60
222. M - 4 flexi desk lamps by LloyTron - trade
223. M - A large key cabinet by Avery type MK 160
224. V - Two touch screen EPOS till computers One running XP with no till operation system,
the other requires attention, 3 Epsom EPOS printers, one verifone Explorer wireless credit
card terminal and printer, contents of one shelf - trade
225. M - An automatic money counting scale by safescan
226. M - I'm LED flexible floor lamp by Uno lamp
227. M - Two compact LED desk lamps by pro-elec
228. M - A quantity of office folders contents of 6 boxes one shelf
229. M - Two used dehumidifiers by Home dry
230. M - A comb binding machine by Office depot model ob08
231. M - And office trimmer by Avery type A3
232. M - One large office guillotine by Avery
233. M - Two clear plastic 3 drawer paper sorters
234. M - 1 black and silver desk tidy
235. M - 1 multi-coloured 5 drawer desk tidy
236. M - 1 office paper cutter no make or model
237. M - 1 office A4 precision guillotine by Avery
238. M - One 20 m cable extension reel by pro elec
239. M - One 20 m cable extension reel by pro elec
240. M - Three cable extension reels by pro-elec
241. M - A quantity of office supplies inc, trimmer, calculator & electric stapler - trade
242. M - A quantity of office supplies inc, trimmer, calculator & electric stapler - trade
243. M - A quantity of office supplies inc, trimmer, calculator & electric stapler - trade
244. M - A3 paper trimmer & A3 laminator by Ativa - trade
245. M - A quantity of electrical extension gang plugs
246. V - 1 wall mounted projection screen by Celexon
247. V - 1 projection screen by Sapphire
248. M - A complete stereo system by Sony and surrounding stereo cabinet trade
249. V - A large quantity of books and DVDs featuring Formula 1 etc
250. M - A quantity of electronic equipment including fans a computer tower a shredder etc
trade
251. V - The quantity of various IT office equipment including monitors cables a laptop for
spares and repairs etc trade
252. M - The quantity of various computing equipment including monitors and Tower units all
hard drives have been removed, contents of two shelves, trade
253. M - An Epson Stylus printer model dx8450 trade
254. V - An Epsom WiFi multifunction printer including model xp-225 trade
255. M - 1 binding machine by GBC
256. M - A HP Officejet pro printer model 8100 trade
257. V - A quantity of various electronic items including phones speakers key boxes etc
contents of four shelves please note most of the phones do not have receivers trade
258. M - A quantity of various suitcases contents of one shelf
259. M - One acoustic guitar by Jules and hard case
260. M - One small acoustic guitar by B&M and soft case
261. M - A quantity of musical instruments including keyboards, glockenspiels and a recorder
contents of one shelf
262. M - A quantity of Henry hoovers and accessories
263. V - one office multifunction printer by Kyocera model FSC2026MFP+ - trade
264. V - An office printer by kyocera model ecosys p6021cdn trade
265. M - An office LaserJet printer by HP model 2300 D N trade
266. V - A microfilm scanner by Canon model 350 with instructions a spare lens etc trade
267. M - 1 office jet 7510 wide format printer by HP trade
268. M - One Officejet 7510 wide format printer by HP trade
269. V - One smart board buy smart Technologies unit comes with speakers pens and
software on a USB dongle trade
270. M - A 32 inch HD TV by Toshiba type regza 32wlt66 requires remote trade
271. V - 1 black air conditioning unit, no make or model visible - trade
272. M - A small black server cabinet by all rack, no keys
273. M - A small cream server cabinets no keys
274. M - A small grey server cabinet with key
275. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8
gigahertz chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and an ATI Radeon graphics card unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse - trade
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276. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, sound are & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
277. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, sound are & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
278. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, sound are & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
279. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, sound are & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
280. M - An electric acoustic guitar by fishman and 2 art folders & a quantity of drawing paper
281. M - A 12 string electric acoustic guitar by takamine g-series, includes hard case - trade
282. V - An acoustic guitar by Eko
283. V - A small child's acoustic guitar fire valencia with soft carry case
284. V - A quantity of various IP related items including Tower units a laptop and a monitor
(no hdd or ram) therefore all for spares or repair - trade
285. V - Approx 50 mouse mats with built-in 4 hub USB socket - trade
286. V - Approx 100 mouse mats with built-in 4 hub USB socket - trade
287. V - Approx 100 mouse mats with built-in 4 hub USB socket - trade
288. M - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, mouse & keyboard - trade
289. V - A laptop by HP model Pro-book featuring Intel Core i5 2.6 processor 4GB RAM
500GB hard disc drive running Windows 10 64-bit - trade
290. V - A laptop by HP model Pro-book featuring Intel Core i5 2.6 processor 4GB RAM
500GB hard disc drive running Windows 10 64-bit - trade
291. V - A 15 inch Vistron noire LCD TV & DVD player, boxed (ref 701714)
292. V - A 15 inch Vistron noire LCD TV & DVD player, boxed (ref 701714)
293. M - An all-in-one touchscreen i3 computer system by Packard Bell model one two L5851,
features Intel Celeron i3 3.2 quad core chip, 1TB hard drive, 4GB RAM, DVD Disc drive, A
fresh install of Windows 10 64 bit - activated - trade
294. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell optiplex 780 Tower with 2coreduo
3.0GHz chip, 4gb Ram, 250GB hard disc drive, unit comes with monitor & keyboard,
Windows is activated - trade
295. V - A wireless microphone stationary receiver by AKG & 2 microphones trade
296. V - A quantity of various IT related items including 2 Game Capture boxes, three graphics
cards by pny models GTX 550 Ti, GTS 450 and one other, 3 computer splitter boxes, etc
contents of 1 shelf trade
297. V - A quantity of Lenovo ThinkPad plug and display laptop docks, USB leads and power
supplies trade
298. V - A Microsoft Windows Surface tablet featuring NVIDIA quad-core 1.3GHz processor,
2GB RAM, Windows 8 32 bit activated, comes with snap-on keyboard, box and charger trade
299. M - 12 sets of front and rear LED bike lights by Kingfisher homeware
300. V - A quantity of various size batteries including AAA, D, C, watch batteries etc
301. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, soundbar & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
302. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 4gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, soundbar & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
303. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, soundbar & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
304. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 4gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, soundbar & keyboard, Windows is activated - trade
305. V - A Dell computer system consisting of a Dell precision t3500 Tower with xeon 2.8 GHz
chip, 6gb Ram, 500GB hard disc drive and a high end graphics card, unit comes with
monitor, soundbar & keyboard, Windows will require activation - trade
306. M - A 32 inch LCD colour TV by Toshiba model number 32 VLE 743, please note this unit
requires a remote a euro plug adaptor and stand trade
307. V - A surround sound system by LG model number BH 7240 unit features Wi-Fi Bluetooth
3D unit comes with 6 speakers trade
308. V - A pair of high fidelity loudspeakers by tannoy type Mercury mx3 and a Sony TV stand
for model kdl40NX713 trade
309. M - A 32 in HD TV by LG model 32LH4000, unit has stand and remote - trade
310. V - A Smart Board, please note there are no accessories, trade
311. M - A 22 inch LCD DVD/TV by Technika model x2214BGBTCDUK, unit comes with
remote control and stand trade
312. M - A 40 inch 3D HDTV by Toshiba, model 40L7363D, this unit is a Wi-Fi Smart TV but
requires remote and euro plug adaptor, trade
313. V - A three quarter height server cabinet with a hp proliant ML350 server, a
Dell poweredge rack console 15fp, a NETGEAR prosafe 24 port Smart Switch &
a sonicwall SRA 1600, trade
314. V - An office multifunction photocopier by Toshiba model number E studio 2050c, trade
315. M - A 40 inch smart HD TV by Toshiba model number 40RL938g please note this unit
requires a euro plug adaptor and a remote, trade
316. M - A 42 inch HDTV by Toshiba no model visible please note this unit requires remote,
trade
317. M - A 32 inch HDTV by Samsung model number IE32A67601ws, please note unit does
not have a digital tuner & requires a remote - trade
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318. M - A 32 inch HDTV by Toshiba model number 32LVg33 please note unit has no stand
requires remote and a euro plug adaptor, trade
319. M - A 42 inch HD TV by Toshiba Regza, model number 42VL863G, please note this unit
requires a euro plug adaptor, remote and stand, trade
320. M - A 26 inch HDTV by Hitachi, model 26LD250b, please note requires remote, trade
321. M - one desktop TV stand by Pro-signal PSPST37
322. M - one desktop TV stand by Pro-signal PSPST37
323. M - 1 ceiling mount kit for a projector
324. M - one TV stand with swivel and tilting action by Pro-signal
325. M - one TV stand with swivel and tilting action by Pro-signal
326. M - one desktop tv stand by Pro-signal type: PS-PST60
327. M - one desktop tv stand by Pro-signal type: PS-PST60
328. M - one desktop LCD TV arm
329. M - A quantity of wall mounted leaflet holders
330. M - 3 various wall mounted TV brackets
331. M - 3 various wall mounted TV brackets
332. M - a universal desktop mount for apple ipad 1 & 2
333. M - one full motion TV wall bracket by Pro-signal
334. M - one full motion TV wall bracket by Pro-signal
335. V - A quantity of various electrical related items including SCART to HDMI converters
wireless headphones phone cases leads etc contents of 4 shelves
336. M - Various items including a large paper trimmer and 2 underwater cameras (1 aqua
Shot 2 and one motor marine two), a projector and a quantity of plantronics headsets
contents of 3 shelves trade
337. V - A quantity of office related items including envelopes folders etc contents 2 shelves
338. M - A Compact Technics stereo with cassette deck, 2 speakers, headphones and a
watch winder contents of 1 shelf
339. M - A DVD player, an AV amplifier receiver by Yamaha model RX v630 RDS, car alarms,
a car stereo, CD changer etc contents of 2 shelves, trade
340. M - a quantity of various items including a small photo printer, a speaker system & a
shredder - trade
341. M - A quantity of various toner/printer cartridges contents of 3 shelves
342. M - 3 various projector mounts by pro-signal
343. M - A quantity of audio and visual items including DVD players and visual items
including dvd players, amplifiers, cd changers, cd players ect contents of two shelves
trade
344. M - A quantity of various IT related items including Internet switches tablets without
chargers receipt printers a car stereo etc contents of 3 shelves trade
345. M - 12 various laptops all for spares and repairs, trade
346. M - An AV surround sound receiver by Denon model AVR 1306, a briefcase and a 25m
extension lead, contents of one shelf, trade
347. M - A quantity of various electronic items including Sky boxes, a cardio sports watch, a
foot spa and a facial sauna contents of two shelves - trade
348. M - A micro component stereo system by Samsung features MP3, DAB, includes two
speakers, trade
349. V - A large quantity of computer software, records, DVDs and CDs contents of three
shelves
350. M - A quantity of various electronic items including a Technics stereo system and
speakers, 2 Xbox 360 console units, two televisions, Sky boxes etc contents of 3 shelves
trade
351. M - 4 various TV brackets by Pro signal, Electro vision etc contents of one shelf
352. M - A large quantity of gift related items including collectible Gem stones with pouches,
eggs, rings, necklaces, keyrings ect contents of two bays/six shelves
353. M - A large quantity of various snowglobes contents of 2 shelves
354. M - A quantity of various items including beauty products, hair dryers,
hair straighteners etc contents of 2 shelves, trade
355. M - A large quantity of various gift wrapping items and gift items contents of 4 baskets,
baskets are not included in the sale
356. M - A quantity of various Christmas related cuddly toys and some candles contents of 3
shelves
357. M - A quantity of various Christmas related items contents of 3 shelves
358. M - A quantity of various Christmas related items contents of 3 shelves
359. M - A quantity of various Christmas related items contents of 3 shelves
360. M - A various quantity of office related items contents of 4 shelves
361. M - A various quantity of office related items contents of 4 shelves
362. M - A quantity of various gift related items including salt and pepper pots, pins, small
cupcake cases etc contents of 4 shelves
363. M - A quantity of various office supplies contents of 3 shelves
364. M - A quantity of various gift related items contents of 4 shelves
365. M - A quantity of various gift related items contents of 4 shelves
366. M - A quantity of Christmas related items contents of 4 shelves
367. M - A quantity of gift wrapping related items contents of 4 shelves
368. M - A large quantity of ceramic snowman ornaments and One Direction badges etc
contents of 3 shelves
369. M - A quantity of gift related items including self adhesive bows a fountain etc contents of
3 shelves
370. M - Various gift related items including a radio money box dream catchers tissues etc
contents of 4 shelves
371. M - A quantity of gift related items including earrings soft toys Christmas decorations etc
contents of 3 shelves
372. M - A quantity of Christmas related items including soft Christmas toys candles etc
contents of 3 shelves
373. V - A quantity of various gift related items including bad taste bears colouring sets etc
contents of 3 shelves
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374. V - A quantity of various gift related items including bed clothes glasses colouring sets etc
contents of 3 shelves
375. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, food/vitamin supplements
contents of one shelf
376. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, food/vitamin supplements
contents of one shelf
377. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, ointment, food supplements etc
contents of one shelf
378. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, ointment, food/vitamin
supplements etc contents of one shelf
379. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, washing powder, shampoo, facial
scrubs etc contents of one shelf
380. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, laundry liquid, food supplements
etc contents of one shelf
381. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, body wash, laundry liquid, food
supplements etc contents of one shelf, crates are not included
382. V - A large quantity of various health shop related items Inc, food supplements etc
contents of one shelf, crates are not included
383. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, gluten free and organic items,
flour, rice, lentils, pate etc crates are not included, contents of 3 wide shelves
384. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, organic and natural items, milk,
rice cakes, coffee alternative, tea etc contents of 4 shelves, crates are not included
385. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, hair dye etc contents of one shelf
386. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, organic rice pasta, soya sauce etc
contents of 2 shelves
387. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, Bach flower remedies, oil burners,
bio-snackys, bags etc contents of 3 shelves
388. V - A quantity of various health/nutrition/diet related books, rotating book stand is
included
389. V - A quantity of various health shop related items for weight gain Inc, protein
supplements, all-whey, power pro etc contents of one shelf
390. V - A quantity of various health shop related items Inc, food/vitamin supplements etc
contents of one shelf
391. V - 6 unused Wicker picnic baskets
392. V - One shop display stand with storage beneath
393. M - A quantity of various glass vases/Oil Burners, contents of 1 shelf
394. M - A quantity of various glass vases/Oil Burners, contents of 1 shelf
395. M - A quantity of various glass vases/Oil Burners, contents of 2 shelves
396. M - A quantity of various glass vases/Oil Burners, contents of 2 baskets, baskets not
included
397. M - One battery powered mobility scooter buy sterling Little Gem please note this
requires attention trade
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528. M - A large red earthenware jar with wooden lid, a small wooden garden trug and two
decorative rugs
529. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
530. M - A quantity of miscellaneous interesting books and games etc (6 shelves)
531. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
532. M - Various old vintage projectors and ancillary equipment (3 shelves)
533. M - Various old vintage projectors and ancillary equipment (3 shelves)
534. M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage cameras, lenses and photographic equipment (3
shelves)
535. M - A small quantity of miscellaneous decorative ornaments, records, stamps and
sundries etc (one shelf)
536. M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (2 shelves)
537. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (2 shelves)
538. V - A quantity of Star Wars magazines, Star Wars memorabilia and other vintage
children's annuals (4 shelves)
539. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (4 shelves)
540. M - A monocular and a handheld compass
541. M - A vintage Colman's Mustard framed advertising Mirror
542. M - A gilt framed rectangular bevelled wall mirror
543. M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
544. M - Three decorative oil paintings
545. M - A floral decorative a fabric wall hanger
546. M - A quantity of Middle Eastern decorative fabric wall hangers, bags and slippers etc
547. M - A large gold ground dragon decorated Chinese fan
548. M - A wall mounted display cabinet containing various vintage Style golf clubs and balls
etc
549. M - A red ground medallion a pattern fabric wall hanger
550. M - A fawn ground medallion pattern Persian rug
551. M - A red and green floral and pictorial patterned oriental wall hanger/carpet
552. M - A pair of framed pictures displaying 2 decorative white metal relief works
553. M - A ladies fur jacket
554. M - An unframed canvas picture of a world map
555. M - A framed David Shepherd print of the Flying Scotsman and a framed Donald Grant
print of an elephant
556. V - A large modern framed print of a sailing boat and a large unframed modern oil
painting of a harbour scene
557. M - Blank lots to 563.
564.
565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.

M - An unframed oil on canvas, portrait of a gentleman
M - A pair of mounted antlers
M - An Edwardian Oak cased aneroid barometer and mercury thermometer
M - An Olympus CM10 camera and ancillary photographic equipment in carrying bag
M - A collection of miscellaneous stamp albums, stamps and first day covers etc
ANTIQUE & COLLECTIBLES SECTION … in Glass Room.
M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, glassware and ornaments etc
501. M - A copper coal helmet, a pair of iron fire dogs, a cast-iron gutter fitting and
M - A set of three brass fire irons, a small quantity of boat rowlocks and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative brass copper and metal wear etc
miscellaneous ornaments and sundries etc
502. M - A quantity of miscellaneous interesting books and miscellaneous pictures and
571. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative ornaments and household sundries
frames
572. M - 4 glass decanters, a brass reproduction ship's bell and a quantity of miscellaneous
503. M - Quantity of miscellaneous soft toys
decorative China, glassware and ornaments etc
504. M - 4 decorative metalwork lizard ornaments
573. M - An Edwardian inlaid domed top mantel clock, a copper kettle and a quantity of
505. M - A vintage stellaphone reel to reel tape recorder and a quantity of LP and single
miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments etc
records
574. M - Blank lot
506. M - Various leather and canvas gun cases and cartridge belts etc
575. M - Blank lot
507. M - Vintage light wood Fold out concertina sewing box
576. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
508. M - A swivel headed boat anchor
577. M - 3 part decorative dinner services
509. M - A qty of miscellaneous decorative leather and other handbags and carry bags etc
578. M - A quantity of plain blue drinking glasses
510. M - A quantity of miscellaneous interesting books, magazines, pamphlets, stamp albums 579. M - A quantity of miscellaneous animal ornaments and decorative figures
and stamps etc
580. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated Ware and cutlery etc
511. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, glassware and household sundries 581. M - A part black and white floral decorated Middle Eastern dinner and tea service
etc (6 shelves)
582. M - A quantity of miscellaneous drinking glasses and glassware etc
512. M - A bell and Howell vintage projector and a various film reels, including
583. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative brass ware and ornaments etc
the apollo space mission, joe frazier vs muhammad ali etc - Trade
584. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments
513. M - A quantity of misc decorative chinaware and ornaments (3 shelves)
585. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative stem glasses
514. M - An Art Nouveau decorative wooden stationery box, a quantity of miscellaneous books 586. M - A brass Claw door stop, a stoneware jelly mould and a quantity of miscellaneous
and a quantity of misc decorative chinaware, glassware, cutlery and household sundries
decorative ornaments etc
etc (6 shelves)
587. M - A large brass platter, 2 adjustable brass lamps and quantity of miscellaneous
515. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, glassware and ornaments etc (5
decorative glassware decorative boxes and tins and decorative would ware etc
shelves)
588. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware, ornaments and paper weights
516. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, glassware, brassware and
589. M - A pair of vintage Lucchese cowboy boots and a quantity of miscellaneous household
ornaments etc (7 shelves)
sundries and trinkets including; decorative tins, indoor golf set, various paperweights, pen
517. M - A brass preserving pan, a small brass trivet, a brass clockwork roasting Jack and 2
knives and trinkets etc
tribal walking sticks
590. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, ornaments and pictures etc
518. M - A quantity of pink and white decorated oriental dinnerware
591. M - A decorative Iranian hanging light with 16 decorative coloured glass globes
519. M - 4 decorative Tiffany style glass ceiling lamp shades
592. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured glassware and ornaments
520. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments
593. M - A large quantity of misc decorative vases, biscuit barrels, chinaware and ornaments
521. M - Two vintage style brass adjustable desk lights with green shades
594. M - Three decorative Staffordshire flat backs, 2 of horse mounted Highlanders and one of
522. M - A reproduction vintage Style miniature brass and copper divers helmet
a boy and girl
523. M - A quantity of misc decorative glassware, chinaware, ornaments, small pictures
595. M - A pair of deer antlers, an early wooden discus, a red and white enamelled sign and a
and diecast models etc (4 shelves)
decorative bone smoking pipe
524. M - Two boxes containing a quantity of old newspapers and magazines etc
596. M - A decorative bronzed statue on a marble base subject, flower girl with peacock
525. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China, glassware and ornaments etc (6
597. M - A brass and steel miners lamp by Eccles
shelves)
598. M - A quantity of miscellaneous floral patterned tea ware
526. M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments etc (3 shelves)
599. M - A miniature inlaid mahogany desk shaped Inkwell set and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative woodware and other ornaments
527. M - A collection of small souvenir dolls
600. M - 9 decorative character teapots
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601. M - A copy of the Koran, various Middle Eastern books on Islam and a small quantity of
decorative metal work boxes
602. M - A large Rose patterned Royal Worcester tea and breakfast set
603. M - A decorative oriental fan, a miniature four fold oriental screen, various oriental figures
a quantity of Oriental fabrics and other similar ornaments etc
604. M - A pair of early blue and white decorative Chinese bowls
605. M - A quantity of decorative Japanese eggshell tea ware and a 1970s vintage coffee set
606. M - 5 decorative bird and animal figures
607. M - An elaborate leather bound family bible
608. M - An art deco style 5 branch white painted metal and opaque glass hanging light and a
matching wall light
609. M - A pair of Staffordshire style dogs and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative China,
glassware and ornaments etc
610. M - Blank lot to 614.
615. M - A small decorative glass perfume bottle, an art deco manicure set and a quantity of
decorative hat pins etc
616. M - A small quantity of first day covers and stamps
617. M - Blank lot
618. M - a vintage wooden clad two door refrigerator with lined and fitted interior and external
compressor (Trade)
619. M - 2 heavily carved hardwood pillars
620. M - A Victorian dark mahogany mirrored sideboard with open shelves and glass doors
621. M - A dark mahogany floor standing dresser with open shelves above, 3 drawers and 2
panelled doors below
622. M - A copper warming pan with a turned handle
623. M - An Edwardian carved mahogany wardrobe with 2 mirrored doors and drawer under
624. M - a Victorian mahogany secretaire bookcase with two glazed doors enclosing shelves,
a fall front drawer enclosing a fitted interior with cupboards under
625. M - An Oriental decorated bow front cocktail cabinet with tambour doors
626. M - Heavily carved oak cabinet with 2 doors above, 2 drawers and two panelled doors
below
627. M - Reproduction carved oak cabinet with glazed doors above and five panel doors
below
628. M - An oak mirrored back sideboard with two leaded glazed doors above two drawers
and two panel doors below
629. M - A large mahogany display cabinet with bevelled glass doors and closing adjustable
shelves
630. M - A large rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt frame
631. M - An old cast iron bread oven door
632. M - A cream coloured melamine finished a vintage bedroom dressing chest with a circular
swing mirror
633. M - A croquet set in a wooden box
634. M - 1 large patterned floor carpet. Please note that this carpet has some damage to
edges
635. M - 1 large patterned floor carpet and 4 smaller rugs
636. M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 257cm x 65cm
637. M - 1 Suzni Kilim runner approx 230cm x 58cm
638. M - 1 Baluchi rug approx 183cm x 105cm
639. M - 1 tribal Gazak rug approx 106cm x 115cm
640. M - 1 patterned runner approx 80cm x 2.2m – small tear on one side
641. M - Blank lot
642. M - Blank lot
643. M - Blank lot
644. M - A wooden storage trunk with a lift lid and a metal storage trunk with a lift lid
645. V - A wooden storage trunk with a lift lid and a brass band cabin trunk
646. M - A wooden storage trunk with a lift lid
647. M - A Victorian upholstered prayer chair and an Edwardian bedroom nursing chair
648. M - A mahogany floor standing corner cabinet with glazed and panelled doors and a
concave front
649. M - A mahogany rectangular topped Edwardian dining table
650. M - A set of 6 oak dining chairs with red upholstered lift out seats
651. M - A modern tripod lamp standard
652. M - A set of six blue upholstered boardroom chairs
653. M - Two low elbow chairs and two stools
654. M - A camel stool, a two tier trolley, a fire screen and a pedestal jardiniere stand
655. M - A small wine rack, an Edwardian towel rail and 4 various slat back kitchen chairs (for
spares)
656. M - Two decorative brass fire fenders
657. M - A Singer treadle sewing machine in an oak cabinet
658. M - A low floor standing cabinet with panelled doors
659. M - A small mahogany bedroom chest of 4 drawers + a light oak domed top dresser top
660. M - A mahogany open fronted bookcase with adjustable shelves
661. M - A small wooden open fronted bookcase with small doors
662. M - A small table top cabinet with 2 doors, a small oak table and a wickerwork chair
663. M - A 1950s golden oak rectangular topped office table with two drawers
664. M - A 1950s Oak office desk with drawers and a similar golden oak office table with two
drawers
665. M - A hand operated sewing machine in a wooden carrying case
666. M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular topped twin pedestal office desk and a similar
green buttoned back office chair
667. M - An Edwardian mahogany circular topped occasional table with shelf under and a
copper warming pan
668. M - An Edwardian mahogany twin pedestal rectangular topped office desk with drawers
669. M - A reproduction mahogany floor standing corner cabinet
670. M - Marquetry inlaid mahogany 3 tier whatnot
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671. M - An oak open fronted bookcase
672. V - An art deco walnut circular display cabinet and a small walnut cocktail cabinet
673. M - A mahogany floor standing corner cabinet with open shelves and doors under and an
oak wall hanging corner cabinet with a domed top door
674. M - A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with mirror and open shelf, one drawer and two
doors under
675. M - An oak oval topped gate leg table with twisted legs
676. M - A mahogany floor standing corner cabinet with a glazed door enclosing shelves and
a panelled door under
677. M - An oak open fronted wall hanging corner cabinet
678. M - A vintage Hoover keymatic front loading washing machine case (believed to have no
interior Workings)
679. M - A 1950s vintage cream enamelled tumble dryer -trade
680. M - Two reproduction mahogany 6 tier whatnots
681. M - A mahogany reproduction floor standing corner cabinet
682. M - A Georgian mahogany linen press with two panelled doors enclosing hanging space,
two short and two long drawers under on bracket feet
683. M - A dark wood rectangular topped extending kitchen table
684. M - 3 ladder back dining chairs
685. M - A mahogany rectangular topped tip up breakfast table with a square tapered pedestal
and flat base
686. M - A blue floral patterned and brass table lamp with a pleated shade
687. M - A green floral patterned table lamp with a pleated shade
688. M - A reproduction oval topped tip up table on a centre pedestal
689. M - The mahogany circular top coffee table on cabriole legs
690. M - A 1950s Oak pedestal office desk
691. M - A 1950s Oak pedestal office desk
692. M - A 1950s Oak pedestal office desk
693. M - An ornate floral patterned table lamp with pleated shade
694. M - A green patterned table lamp with a brass base and pleated shade
695. M - An oak gateleg table on Twisted legs and a rectangular topped bamboo occasional
table
696. M - A light oak rectangular topped pedestal desk
697. M - A carved oak dresser base with 2 drawers on turned legs
698. M - A small Edwardian Oak dressing chest with a swing mirror and two drawers
699. M - A dark wood display cabinet with 2 doors and closing shelves
700. M - And oak bedroom cabinet with 1 drawer and 2 doors
701. M - A tall floor standing mahogany corner cabinet with a glazed door enclosing shelves
and a panelled door under
702. M - A double size a Victorian iron bedstead with brass rails and finials
703. M - A set of 7 mahogany Chippendale style dining chairs with green lift out seats
704. M - A Victorian mahogany circular topped tip up table on tapered pedestal with flat base
705. M - A set of three dark oak dining chairs and a set of four dark oak dining chairs
706. M - An ornate brass coffee table with a rectangular onyx top
707. M - A decorative brass coffee table with an oval ended onyx top
708. M - A pair of plain blue table lamps with cream shades
709. M - A small circular topped tip up table on pedestal with tripod base
710. M - A pair of Edwardian kitchen chairs
711. M - A reproduction mahogany octagonal top drum table on a centre pedestal with four
splayed legs
712. M - An Edwardian pitch pine washstand with a mottled marble top
713. M - Two small stools and a small Oak jardiniere stand
714. M - A small mahogany cylinder top bureau with fitted interior and three drawers under
715. M - A Georgian mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted interior with drawers
under
716. M - A Georgian mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted interior with drawers
under
717. M - A wall hanging Oak corner cabinet with one panelled door
718. M - A pair of mahogany wall hanging miniature corner cabinets each with a panelled
door
719. M - a Regency style mahogany rectangular top tip-up breakfast table on a turned
pedestal with four splayed legs
720. M - Two Victorian metal hip baths
721. M - A set of four rail back dining chairs, a rectangular dark wood coffee table, a folding
card table, a firescreen and a table lamp
722. M - A tall carved oriental hardwood cabinet with doors and drawers
723. M - A reproduction yew wood bedroom chest of 6 drawers
724. M - A small mahogany jardiniere stand with a glass top
725. M - A reproduction walnut bedroom chest of 4 drawers
726. M - A small mahogany washstand with a kidney shaped top brushing slide and three
small drawers
727. M - A mahogany corner washstand with a swing mirror drawer and shelf under
728. M - A mahogany Pembroke table on fluted and turned legs
729. M - A mahogany box base dressing mirror with a shield shaped glass and small drawers
730. M - A small rectangular topped Oak occasional table on turned legs
731. M - A nest of three marquetry inlaid mahogany circular topped coffee tables on Slim
turned legs
732. M - A mahogany shield shaped dressing mirror on a box base
733. M - A mahogany box base dressing mirror with a rectangular glass and 3 drawers
734. M - A mahogany rectangular topped kneehole writing desk with small drawers on fluted
legs
735. M - A mahogany bedroom chest of 3 drawers
736. M - An inlaid mahogany bow front sideboard with one Central and 3 side drawers
737. M - A Victorian mahogany duchess dressing table with an oval swing mirror, trinket
drawers and drawer under
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738. M - An Edwardian pitch pine dressing chest with a swing mirror, trinket drawers and
drawers under
739. M - A mahogany cabinet with a lift lid enclosing a fitted interior and a games board three
fall fronts enclosing compartments on cabriole legs
740. M - Mahogany bow front chest of two short and three long graduated drawers with oval
brass drop handles
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1073. V - 20 x static LED connectable string lights, 10m, 240v
1074. V - 10 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 5m, 240v
1075. V - 20 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 240v
1076. V - 20 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 5m, 240v
1077. V - 23 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 10m, 240v
1078. V - 25 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 10m, 240v
1079. V - 25 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 10m, 240v
1080. V - 25 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 10m, 240v
DAY 1, Rostrum 2, at 10.30, Far left hand side of Hangar 1
1081. V - 25 x twinkle white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash), 10m, 240v
Trade Goods & Office Furniture.. Then Catering.
1082. V - 10 x twinkle warm white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash),
Commences by back door, right hand corner.
5m, 240v
1001. V - 4 boxes of various novelty items including pirate figures, globes etc
1083. V - 20 x twinkle warm white LED connectable string lights (20% of LEDs flash),
1002. V - A quantity of various items including toys, food smoking bags, cigarette filters etc
5m, 240v
1003. V - A quantity of various items including felt tip pens, novelty items etc
1084. V - 20 x static multi colour LED connectable string lights, 5m, 240v
1004. V - 3 boxes of glass rings
1085. V - 20 x static blue LED connectable string lights, 5m, 240v
1005. V - 1 box of England flags
1086. V - 15 x static blue LED connectable string lights, 10m, 240v
1006. M - 2 boxes containing various work clothing
1087. V - 30 x static blue LED connectable string lights, 10m, 240v
1007. M - 2 boxes containing various work clothing
1088. V - 40 x static warm white LED connectable icicle lights with black cable, 2m, 240v
1008. M - 2 boxes containing various work clothing
1089. V - 26 x static warm white LED connectable icicle lights with black cable, 2m, 240v
1009. M - 2 boxes containing various work clothing
1090. V - 50 x static white LED connectable icicle lights with white cable, 2m, 240v
1010. M - 20 various pairs of worktrousers
1091. V - 30 x static blue LED connectable icicle lights with black cable, 2m, 240v
1011. M - 20 various pairs of worktrousers
1092. V - 30 x static blue LED connectable icicle lights with white cable, 2m, 240v
1012. M - 20 various pairs of worktrousers
1093. V - 30 x static blue and white LED connectable icicle lights with black cable, 5m, 240v
1013. M - 20 various pairs of worktrousers
1094. V - 20 x static blue and white LED connectable icicle lights with black cable, 5m, 240v
1014. M - 20 various pairs of worktrousers
1095. V - 30 x static blue and white LED icicle lights, 5m, 240v
1015. M - 50 various pairs of worktrousers
1096. V - 23 x blue LED icicle lights, 5m, 240v
1016. M - A qty of various plastic watering jugs
1097. V - 6 x white LED icicle net lights, 2m, x 1.8m, 240v
1017. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1098. V - 5 x warm white LED icicle net lights, 2m, x 1.8m, 240v
1018. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1099. V - 11 x white LED globes, 5m, 240v
1019. V - 3 small boxes each containing Scotland corkscrews
1100. V - 1 box containing 5 x starter cables
1020. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1101. V - 9 x curtain connectors (7 port) black
1021. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1102. V - 10 x curtain connectors (7 port) white
1022. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1103. V - 6 x curtain connectors (14 port) white
1023. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1104. V - 6 x curtain connectors (20 port) black
1024. V - 3 small boxes each containing Scotland corkscrews
1105. V - 6 x curtain connectors (20 port) white
1025. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1106. V - A quantity of various extension leads (black / white and 1m / 2m)
1026. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1107. V - 2 boxes containing an LK Illumination lighting kit comprising of 14 x 120 blue static
1027. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
LEDs on 12m black rubber cables and 1 x 200va 36v transformer
1028. V - 3 boxes each containing decorative tins
1108. V - 1 box containing a Light 4 Fun lighting kit comprising of 13 x 80 blue and white
1029. V - A quantity of trampoline related items including springs etc. Contents of 2 shelves
multifunction LEDs on 8m green PVC cables, 6 x extension cables with controller and 3 x
1030. V - 1 box containing a qty of Air Bang Rockets
48va 24v transformers
1031. V - 1 box containing a qty of Air Bang Rockets
1109. V - 1 internally lit Lumenio tree approx 1.1m -chilli green
1032. V - 1 box containing a qty of Air Bang Rockets
1110. M - 1 medical room couch and 1 wipe clean mattress
1033. V - 2 boxes containing a qty of Air Bang Rockets
1111. V - An LED light curtain, 2m wide with 20 x 3m warm white LED strings with spare
1034. V - 1 box containing various toys, novelty bags etc
string
1035. M - 4 bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on bags. Contents of one shelf
1112. V - A quantity of festoon harness with BC lamp holders spaced at 30cm or 1m, supplied
1036. M - 4 bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on bags. Contents of one shelf
with weather proof bulb seals and bulbs. Each harness supplied with one bare end and
1037. M - 6 bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on bags. Contents of one shelf
one sealed end
1038. M - 3 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
1113. V - 4 Stella Luce mid white LED hanging light displays with transformer, linking
1039. M - 4 bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on bags. Contents of one shelf
extension leads and dividers
1040. M - 5 bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on bags. Contents of one shelf
1114. V - 8 warm white rope light pentor stars
1041. M - 11 small bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on bags. Contents of one
1115. V - 3 rope light snowflakes (2 white and 1 warm white) with various leads
shelf
1116. V - 2 large Stella Luce mid white LED hanging light displays comprising of two centres,
1042. M - 2 garden plastic storage units
2 transformers and a qty of LED branches two of which require attention
1043. M - 1 metal hanging rack and a quantity of various Lin type plastic storage bins
1117. V - 2 boxes each containing 4 x Jabot garlands
1044. M - 1 folding cage suitable for small animal
1118. V - 2 boxes each containing 4 x Jabot garlands
1045. M - 1 wooden dining table
1119. V - 2 boxes each containing 4 x Jabot garlands
1046. M - 1 hardwood garden table with 6 matching folding chairs, a parasol with base,
1120. V - 14 plastic gingerbread heart shaped decorations
several cushions and 1 plastic box
1121. V - 13 plastic gingerbread Christmas tree shaped decorations
1047. M - 1 garden metal table and 5 metal chairs (2 of which are sprung)
1122. M - 1 bag containing 67 x various size dog coats
1048. M - 1 bag containing various golf clubs
1123. M - 1 roll of bright orange fabric and 8 bags of various fabric (sizes marked on bags)
1049. M - 1 garden bench and 1 garden table which requires attention
1124. M - 1 roll of bright orange fabric and 12 bags of various fabric (sizes marked on bags)
1050. M - 1 large wooden barrel
1125. M - A quantity of various items including mop heads, disposable gloves etc
1051. M - 1 large wooden barrel and 1 water butt kit
1126. M - A quantity of various items including a sack truck, a chair, 2 metal ornaments etc
1052. M - 2 inflatable novelty / display hot air balloons
1127. M - 1 roll of bright orange fabric and 5 bags of various fabric (sizes marked on bags)
1053. M - 2 wooden book cases
1128. M - 1 roll of green fabric and 7 bags of various fabric (sizes marked on bags)
1054. M - 2 cream painted wooden book cases
1129. M - A quantity of various items including a tall water light, a Bosch cordless drill, a
1055. V - 2 small wooden benches
Stanley plane etc (Trade)
1056. M - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of bookmarks
1130. M - 1 small wooden bench and one wooden hedgehog house
1057. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various medical type clothing
1131. M - A quantity of various garden related items including folding chairs, a bird bath etc
1058. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various medical type clothing
1132. M - A quantity of various items including golf balls, a small metal trunk etc
1059. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various medical type clothing
1133. V - 2 metal animal traps and a large framed wool work picture of the Mayflower
1060. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various foot wear, novelty items etc
1134. M - 2 garden water features - tumbling pots
1061. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including first aid kits, cotton wool balls
1135. M - 2 garden water features - tumbling square pots
1062. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including alarm clocks, shoe polish.
1136. M - 2 garden water features - tumbling square pots
1063. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including tea towels, window washers
1137. V - 4 electric convection heaters and one TV stand (Trade)
1064. V - two boxes each containing 60 x 9cm red shiny Christmas balls (120 in total)
1138. V - A quantity of various toys
1065. V - two boxes each containing 12 x 12cm white mat Christmas balls (24 in total)
1139. M - A quantity of fireguards
1066. V - 3 boxes each containing 6 x 20cm silver christmas stars (18 in total)
1140. M - 3 saddle racks
1067. V - 3 boxes each containing 6 x 20cm silver christmas stars (18 in total)
1141. M - 4 various metal garden gates (4 fairly standard sizes and 1 tall gate)
1068. V - 21 x static LED connectable string lights, 5m, 240v
1142. M - 1 gentlemans vintage racing bike by Bill Cuss
1069. V - 22 x static LED connectable string lights, 5m, 240v
1143. M - 1 vintage bike by Raleigh (no saddle)
1070. V - 17 x static LED connectable string lights, 10m, 240v
1144. V - 2 children's bikes - both by Apollo
1071. V - 20 x static LED connectable string lights, 10m, 240v
1145. M - 1 Mid school BMX bike by Mongoose type Menace - Mongoose Professional
1072. V - 20 x static LED connectable string lights, 10m, 240v
Move to area by Rostrum 2.
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1146. V - A quantity of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1147. V - A quantity of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1148. V - A quantity of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1149. V - A quantity of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1150. V - A quantity of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1151. V - 1 fire resisting three drawer filing cabinet by fire king , requires a replacement lock
1152. V - 1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Guardian. Keys in auction office
1153. V - One fire resisting four drawer filing cabinet by Chubb key in auction office
1154. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of approx 400 Brown fleck carpet tiles
1155. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of approx 400 purple carpet tiles
1156. V - a pallet of approx 200 grey fleck carpet tiles
1157. V - One pallet containing a quantity of dark fleck carpet tiles
1158. M - A quantity of various dry white / flipchart easels
1159. V - One metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph type Superglider
1160. V - One metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph type Superglider
1161. V - One metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph type Superglider
1162. V - One metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph type Superglider
1163. V - One metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph type Superglider
1164. V - One Grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1165. V - One Grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1166. V - One Grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1167. M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1168. V - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1169. V - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet
1170. V - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet by Euro
1171. V - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1172. V - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet
1173. V - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet
1174. M - 1 metal four drawer filing cabinet
1175. M - 1 red metal four drawer filing cabinet
1176. M - 2 bays of black metal boltless racking by Zamba
1177. V - A 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1178. V - A 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1179. V - A 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley (red)
1180. V - A 21 drawer index type cabinet
1181. V - A 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley (dark grey)
1182. V - A 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley (light grey)
1183. V - Two bays of metal racking (bolt type)
1184. V - 1 glass / wood effect display cabinet 910 mm x 600mm x 300mm - built (211195)
1185. V - 1 glass / wood effect display cabinet 910 mm x 600mm x 300mm - boxed (211195)
1186. V - 1 glass / wood effect display cabinet 910 mm x 600mm x 300mm - boxed (211195)
1187. V - 1 glass / wood effect display cabinet 910 mm x 600mm x 300mm - boxed (211195)
1188. V - 2 glass / wood effect display cabinets, both 910 mm x 600mm x 300mm - boxed
(211195)
1189. V - 2 glass / wood effect display cabinets, both 910 mm x 600mm x 300mm - boxed
(211195)
1190. V - 1 wood effect / metal side table
1191. V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1192. V - One dark grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1193. V - One dark grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1194. V - One grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1195. M - One vintage metal safe with no make visible, key in auction office
1196. M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1197. M - 2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
1198. M - 1 office swivel chair - blue
1199. M - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1200. M - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1201. V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1202. V - 1 metal adjustable shelf unit
1203. V - 1 cream metal 2 door cabinet
1204. M - 1 shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1205. V - 1 grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1206. V - 1 grey metal 2 door cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
1207. V - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1208. V - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by Triumph
1209. V - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by Triumph
1210. V - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by Triumph
1211. V - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by Triumph
1212. V - 1 metal two door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by Triumph
1213. V - 3 wood effect shelf units
1214. V - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1215. V - 1 wood effect open front low cabinet
1216. V - 1 tall wood effect shelf unit
1217. V - 1 tall wood effect shelf unit
1218. V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet
1219. V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet
1220. V - 2 wood effect open Front shelf units
1221. V - A 6 door wood effect locker with mint green and white doors
1222. V - A 6 door wood effect locker with mint green and white doors
1223. V - A 6 door wood effect locker with mint green and white doors
1224. V - An 8 door wood effect locker with purple doors
1225. M - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1226. V - 1 pedestal, 1 in/out tray, 2 black plastic shelving units and 1 bin
1227. V - 9 wood framed stacking chairs
1228. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of blue fleck carpet tiles
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V - A quantity of various red office desk screens, wheeled cage is not included
V - One Grey metal shutter front cabinet with wood effect top
V - One Grey metal shutter front cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
V - One Grey metal 2 door security cabinet supplied with one key in auction office
V - 1 low dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
V - 1 low dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
V - 1 low dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
V - 1 low light grey metal shutter front cabinet
V - 1 low light grey metal shutter front cabinet
V - 1 low light grey metal two door cabinet
V - 4 various metal two door storage cabinets approx 6ft by 3ft
V - Two coffee tables and one low cabinet
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 light grey metal two door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6ft by 3ft
V - 1 dark grey metal two door storage cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal two door storage cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal two door storage cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal two door storage cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal two door storage cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal two door storage cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal four drawer lateral filing cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal four drawer lateral filing cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal four drawer lateral filing cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal four drawer lateral filing cabinet with wood effect top
V - 1 dark grey metal four drawer lateral filing cabinet with wood effect top
V - 2 grey three drawer filing cabinets
V - 1 dark grey metal four drawer lateral filing cabinet with wood effect top
V - 2 dark grey metal two door cabinets with wood effect tops
V - 2 dark grey metal two door cabinets with wood effect tops
V - 2 dark grey metal two door cabinets with wood effect tops
V - 2 dark grey metal two door cabinets with wood effect tops
V - 2 dark grey metal two door cabinets with wood effect tops
V - 2 dark grey metal two door cabinets with wood effect tops
V - Two grey metal shutter front cabinets
V - Two grey metal shutter front cabinets
V - Two grey metal shutter front cabinets
V - A quantity of various office swivel chairs
V - 1 tall cream metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall cream metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall cream metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall light grey metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall cream metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall cream metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall cream metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall light grey metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall light grey metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall light grey metal two door storage cabinet
V - 1 tall light grey metal two door storage cabinet
V - 7 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
M - 2 green office screens with metal feet
V - 4 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 4 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 5 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 7 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 light grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 light grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 light grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 light grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 3 light grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 4 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 4 grey metal two person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
V - 2 folding chairs
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
V - 1 light wood effect wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
M - 1 wood effect office table
V - 1 office swivel chair by Elite with blue seat pad and mesh back
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1314. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel and metal base
1315. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel and metal base
1316. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1317. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1318. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1319. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1320. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1321. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1322. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1323. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1324. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1325. V - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel
1326. M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table with folding legs
1327. M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table with folding legs
1328. M - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with folding legs
1329. M - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with folding legs
1330. M - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with folding legs
1331. M - 1 charcoal upholstered high back office swivel chair
1332. M - 1 charcoal upholstered high back office swivel chair
1333. M - 1 charcoal upholstered high back office swivel chair
1334. M - 1 charcoal upholstered high back office swivel chair
1335. M - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1336. M - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1337. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1338. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1339. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1340. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1341. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1342. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1343. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1344. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1345. V - 1 wood effect circular table (adjustable height using manual handle)
1346. V - 1 wood effect circular table (adjustable height using manual handle)
1347. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1348. V - 1 wood effect computer cabinet and 1 grey pedestal
1349. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1350. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1351. V - 1 wood effect corner workstation - NO pedestal
1352. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1353. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1354. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1355. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1356. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1357. V - 1 tall wood effect / grey shutter front cabinet
1358. V - 2 low wood effect two door cabinets and 1 cantilever chair
1359. V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1360. V - A two part wood effect cabinet with 2 glass sliding doors above and 2 wood effect
doors below
1361. V - 1 fire resisting cabinet by Phoenix type FS1510 Fire Ranger - key in auction office
1362. V - 1 large key cabinet, 1 Kik type step and 1 bin
1363. V - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1364. V - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1365. M - 1 charcoal upholstered chair and foot stool
1366. V - 4 office swivel chairs
1367. V - 4 office swivel chairs
1368. V - 1 wood / metal square meeting room table
1369. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1370. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1371. V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1372. M - 1 large rectangular wood effect office table
1373. V - 1 meeting room table approx 1.5 m square finished in red and black high gloss
1374. V - 1 meeting room table approx 1.5 m square finished in red and black high gloss
1375. M - 8 wood framed red upholstered stacking chairs
1376. M - 1 sofa stand
1377. V - 8 red upholstered tub type chairs
1378. M - 1 square black / glass coffee table
1379. V - 1 black upholstered sofa
1380. M - 1 brown stripe upholstered arm chair
1381. M - One red fabric upholstered sofa
1382. M - 1 light upholstered sofa bed
1383. V - One red fabric upholstered two-person sofa
1384. M - 1 red fabric upholstered 3 person sofa
1385. V - 1 circular mirror top coffee table
1386. V - 4 tub type coffee upholstered chairs with metal frames
1387. V - 4 tub type coffee upholstered chairs with metal frames
1388. V - 4 tub type coffee upholstered chairs with metal frames
1389. V - 4 tub type coffee upholstered chairs with metal frames
1390. V - 4 tub type coffee upholstered chairs with metal frames
1391. M - Six blue tub type chairs
1392. M - 1 Brown upholstered sofa
1393. V - 2 burgundy upholstered office swivel chairs
1394. M - 1 Brown leather upholstered button back sofa
1395. V - 2 light grey / black upholstered office swivel chairs
1396. V - 2 light grey / black upholstered office swivel chairs
1397. V - 2 light grey / black upholstered office swivel chairs
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1398. V - 2 burgundy / spotted upholstered office swivel chairs
1399. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1400. V - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1401. V - 1 grey upholstered office swivel chair
1402. V - 5 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1403. V - 3 blue bent wood stacking chairs
1404. M - Two purple upholstered tub chairs
1405. V - 8 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1406. V - 2 reception seats, 1 coffee table and 1 similar stool - all charcoal upholstered
1407. V - 2 reception seats and 1 coffee table - all charcoal upholstered
1408. V - 1 blue upholstered reception seat
1409. V - One green upholstered armchair
1410. V - 4 purple upholstered reception seats (3 singles and a double)
1411. V - 4 purple upholstered reception seats (3 singles and a double)
1412. V - 4 purple upholstered reception seats (3 singles and a double)
1413. V - 3 reception seats upholstered in charcoal and various other colours
1414. M - A 4 piece corner sofa with matching footstool
1415. V - 5 used zip together single mattresses and 6 bases
1416. M - 1 double divan bed with a memory foam mattress, 5ft
1417. M - 1 electronic adjustable single bed frame with no mattress (Trade)
1418. M - One used metal bunk bed with a 3ft mattress above and a 4ft 6 mattress below
1419. M - 1 painted wooden bed frame with NO mattress, 4ft 6 inch
1420. M - 1 double divan bed with a Sealey Majestic ultra plush pillow top mattress, 6ft 6 inch
1421. M - 1 double divan bed with a 5ft mattress
1422. M - 1 double bed with a Sealey ultimate ultra plush mattress, 5ft
1423. M - 1 double bed with a Sealey classic rest mattress 4ft 6 inch
1424. M - 1 part roll of carpet - oatmeal, 2.90m x 5m
1425. M - 1 part roll of carpet - grey fleck, 1.95m x 5m
1426. M - 1 part roll of carpet - brown fleck, 2.80m x 4m
1427. M - 1 part roll of carpet - purple fleck, 2.3m x 3.6m
1428. M - 1 part roll of carpet - beige, 2.2m x 5m
1429. M - 1 pine double bed frame with no mattress or fittings, 5ft
1430. V - 1 pine dining table approx 1.2m x 77cm
1431. V - 1 pine dining table approx 1.2m x 77cm
1432. V - 1 pine dining table approx 1.2m x 77cm
1433. V - 1 pine dining table approx 1.2m x 77cm
1434. V - 1 pine dining table approx 1.2m x 77cm
1435. V - 1 pine dining table approx 1.2m x 77cm
1436. V - 5 oak slat back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
1437. V - 4 oak ladder back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
1438. V - 6 wooden dining chairs with wooden seat pads
1439. V - 4 wooden dining chairs with rush seat pads
1440. V - 4 oak slat back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
1441. V - 4 oak ladder back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
1442. V - 1 wooden coffee table with shelf beneath approx 90cm x 60cm
1443. V - 1 oak coffee table approx 1.2m x 60cm
1444. V - 4 light oak ladder back chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
1445. V - 4 light oak slat back chairs with cream upholstered seat pads
1446. V - 1 oak centre extending round / oval dining table diameter approx 1.08m and table is
1.08m x 1.5m long when extended
1447. V - 6 Oak slat back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
1448. V - 1 centre extending oval / round dining table with oak veneer top and light painted
legs diameter approx 1.2m and table is 1.2m x 1.6m long when extended
1449. V - 6 light painted wooden ladder back dining chairs with wooden seat pads
1450. V - 1 oak distressed dining table approx 1.8m x 1m
1451. V - 1 oak distressed dining table approx 1.8m x 1m
1452. V - 6 Oak ladder back dining chairs with oak seat pads
1453. V - 6 Oak ladder back dining chairs with oak seat pads
1454. M - 1 slate bed pool/billiards table with balls and cues by Soren Sogard overall size
approx 2.6m x 1.44m
1455. M - 1 low impact exercise machine by Tunturi type C85, 240v (Trade)
1456. M - 1 treadmill by Easy Up type MT008s smart computer 240v (Trade)
1457. M - 1 exercise bike by V-Fit
1458. M - 1 weight lifting bench by Ultrasport
1459. M - 1 vintage full size slate bed snooker table which has been carefully taken apart to
move and will require reassembly before use. Supplied with various accessories including
a large light, cues, balls, scoreboard etc, will require new baize.
CATERING SECTION by back door.
1497. M - 2 plastic folding gopak style tables
1498. M - 3 plastic folding gopak style tables
1499. M - A quantity of large and small pots, lids and colanders
1500. M - A commercial stainless steel steam oven by Bartlett type arrow - gas trade
1501. M - A large quantity of stainless steel catering items including tables, a chip scuttle,
spray taps etc trade
1502. M - A large bread/ambient food display unit
1503. M - A large bread/ambient food display unit
1504. M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display fridge with no make or model
visible - trade
1505. M - A large quantity of scouring pads contents of one cage, cage is not included
1506. V - A folding sign board and a small step ladder
1507. V - Three colour coded chef's knives by Colsafe
1508. V - A nine piece knife set by Samurai in case
1509. V - A nine piece knife set by Samurai in case
1510. V - A nine piece knife set by Samurai in case
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1511. V - 9 unisex chef's aprons in white by H line
1512. V - A quantity of used baking trays
1513. V - A quantity of large frying pans
1514. V - A commercial 2 slice toaster by Dualit - trade
1515. V - A commercial 2 slice toaster by Dualit - trade
1516. V - 8 stainless steel gastronorm trays
1517. V - 3 commercial stainless steel cooking pots with lids
1518. V - 20 glass towels/dish cloths by H line
1519. V - A quantity of small stainless steel trays
1520. V - A quantity of stainless steel spirit measures
1521. V - a set of 6 unused aluminium pots & lids
1522. V - A large quantity of tablecloths and napkins contents of 2 shelves
1523. V - A quantity of stainless steel bowls contents of one shelf
1524. M - A small household coffee maker by krups model Dolce Gusto trade
1525. M - A small household coffee maker by Delonghi model Dolce Gusto piccolo - trade
1526. M - A small household coffee maker by Delonghi model Dolce Gusto piccolo - trade
1527. V - 2 stainless steel cooking pots
1528. V - 12 rectangular plates case included
1529. V - 12 rectangular plates case included
1530. V - 24 rectangular plates case included
1531. V - 24 rectangular plates case included
1532. V - 24 rectangular plates case included
1533. V - 48 white dinner plates, tray is included
1534. V - 48 white dinner plates, tray is included
1535. M - A quantity of Catering related items including an electric bread maker a sink & taps
contents of one shelf - trade
1536. M - 50 black tablecloths and 90 black napkins
1537. M - 45 burgundy tablecloths and 50 burgundy napkins
1538. M - 100 Navy napkins
1539. M - 8 Brown tablecloths and 90 Brown napkins
1540. M - 41 yellow tablecloths and 60 napkins
1541. M - A quantity of Catering related items including ice buckets and glass vases, contents
of 1 shelf
1542. M - a quantity of catering related items including, bowls, mug trees, place mats
chopping boards etc, contents of one shelf
1543. M - One electric rice cooker, utensils and two pressure cookers - trade
1544. M - 102 peach tablecloths
1545. V - Blank Lot
1546. M - A large quantity of white crockery and stainless steel items including a 4 slice
toaster a slow cooker etc trade
1547. V - A large quantity of small and large ramekins by pride cuisine, contents of two crates
- crates are not included
1548. V - A large quantity of large ramekins by pride cuisine, contents of two crates - crates
are not included
1549. M - A quantity of various catering related items including coffee
jugs. water jugs. cutlery. glasses etc contents of 2 shelves
1550. V - A quantity of drinking glasses contents of 6 boxes
1551. M - A quantity of various catering related items including stainless steel trays, small
vegetable dishes, an electric ice maker etc contents of 2 shelves - trade
1552. M - A quantity of Catering related items including stainless steel taps, wheels etc mostly
spare parts contents of 1 shelf
1553. V - A large quantity of aluminium pudding sleeves contents of 3 boxes/ 1 shelf
1554. V - A large quantity of white crockery contents of 2 shelves
1555. V - a commercial s-s 2 group coffee machine by ImberItal - de recanvis (not supplied
with coffee handles) untested (Trade)
1556. V - an unused commercial Electric griddle model: XH-250 Boxed
1557. V - a commercial s-s integrated counter heat lamp/plate by Counterline untested
(Trade)
1558. M - 1 stainless steel electric ice crusher - trade
1559. V - an unused commercial electric Convection oven & grill by Elite type: 58GU
1560. V - A commercial stainless steel countertop hot water still by Buffalo - trade
1561. M - A small compact fridge featuring an exterior tap by cool zone - Trade
1562. M - A small compact fridge featuring an exterior tap by cool zone - Trade
1563. M - A small compact fridge featuring an exterior tap by cool zone - Trade
1564. M - A small compact fridge featuring an exterior tap by cool zone - Trade
1565. M - A cellar drink chilling system by Cornelia type maxi 310 - trade
1566. M - Two boxes containing a very large number of bendy straws by the Fun Factory
1567. M - 1 table top hot display cabinet by Parry - trade
1568. M - 1 commercial stainless steel table top double basket deep fryer by Ace - 240v
trade
1569. V - a commercial 2 group coffee machine by L’anna (no coffee dispenser handles), a
coffee grinder (missing hopper) & 4 teapots untested (Trade)
1570. M - A commercial stainless steel table top heat sealer no make or model visible, trade
1571. M - A commercial coffee grinder by hey cafe model h c 600 - trade
1572. V - A quantity of stainless steel Kings cutlery contents of one crate
1573. V - A large quantity of mixed stainless steel cutlery contents of two cutlery containers
1574. V - A large quantity of mixed stainless steel cutlery contents of two cutlery containers
1575. V - a s-s deep triple sink unit by Vogue type: GE108
1576. V - Two stainless steel champagne buckets on stands
1577. V - A blue diaphragm pressure tank by lowara trade
1578. V - A commercial freestanding hand wash basin with soap dispenser and towel
dispenser
1579. V - A commercial stainless steel gas fired 6 burner range with oven below, by Lotus trade
1580. V - Three mobile stainless steel tray racks please note no trays are included
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1581. V - A stainless steel deep single sink unit by Vogue type ge103 unit has draining
board at both ends
1582. V - A commercial stainless steel gas-fired chargrill by Fimar, this unit includes a storage
stand - trade
1583. V - A commercial stainless steel deep double sink unit by Vogue model ge-104
1584. V - a commercial slimline gas fired 4 burner range with oven beneath & shelf above, unit
is by Franklin no model visible, please note 2 dials are missing size: approx W 0.59m x H
1.46 x D 0.82m (trade)
1585. V - a commercial s-s 6 burner oven by American range, has shelf above, approx W
0.92m x xH 1.50m x D 0.83m - Gas (Trade)
1586. M - 1 under counter washing machine by Hotpoint type Aquarius please note this unit
requires attention trade
1587. V - a s-s deep triple sink unit by Vogue type: GE108, approx W 1.53m x H 1.14m x D
0.62m
1588. V - A stainless steel commercial salad bar by polar please note there are parts missing
therefore this unit is sold as spares trade
1589. V - One electronic cash register by sam4s type er-380m - trade
1590. V - One electronic cash register by sam4s type er-380m - trade
1591. V - a commercial stainless steel glass/dishwasher by Masterwash type: v-25DP, size: W
0.60m x H 0.84m x D 0.60m untested - Trade
1592. V - An under counter fridge by Hotpoint model rla34, trade
1593. V - 2 commercial counter height stainless steel pasta cookers by Lincat - both approx W
0.41m x H 1.06m x D 0.78m - untested (trade)
1594. V - a counter top stainless steel commercial glass washer by Cleanaware type: 451 untested (trade)
1595. V - a used integrated style fridge by Baumatic this item has been briefly tested & is in
working order & a used under counter dishwasher by Hotpoint type: Aquarius-FDM-550 this unit is untested - (Trade)
1596. V - a s-s deep triple sink unit by vogue type: GE-108 approx: W 1.53m x H 1.14m x D
0.62m
1597. M - 1 unused electric floor standing patio heater by firefly type: OL2370, size approx 2m
in height
1598. V - A commercial stainless steel twin deep sink unit by Vogue model ge104
1599. M - 1 tall fridge freezer by Zanussi/Electrolux model zend2625 - trade
1600. V - a s-s deep triple sink unit by Vogue type: GE108, approx W 1.53m x H 1.15m x D
0.62m
1601. V - A gas fired commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer by Falcon, type
Dominator, trade
1602. M - 1 under counter fridge by Beko and a household microwave by Tesco, trade
1603. V - A commercial stainless steel effect microwave by Samsung please note this item
has been tested and is not working, trade
1604. V - A commercial stainless steel 6 slice toaster buy a buffalo trade
1605. V - A commercial stainless steel 6 slice toaster buy a buffalo trade
1606. V - 5 automatic coffee makers by Argo model hostess 40 cup please note one is
missing a tap - trade
1607. M - A quantity of various items including disposable burger packaging, various
crockery and a Christmas tree
1608. V - A stainless steel four slice toaster by cater lite, trade
1609. V - A stainless steel four slice toaster by cater lite, trade
1610. V - A stainless steel four slice toaster by cater lite, trade
1611. V - A stainless steel four slice toaster by cater lite, trade
1612. V - A commercial stainless steel microwave oven by buffalo, trade
1613. V - A commercial stainless steel microwave oven by buffalo, trade
1614. V - A countertop milk fridge, trade
1615. V - An electronic cash register by Casio model number ses3000 keys in auction office,
trade
1616. V - 2 electronic cash registers by Casio model number ses3000 keys in auction office,
trade
1617. M - A three quarter height electric patio heater by Firefly, trade
1618. V - I'm insect-o-cutor by terminix, trade
1619. M - Two electric ovens with gas fired hobs please note both electrical parts of these
units will require attention, trade
1620. V - A tall wooden table and five metal framed wooden stools
1621. V - One double deep stainless steel sink unit by Vogue model ge104
1622. V - A commercial stainless steel pass through dishwasher by classic model hydro 850three phase trade
1623. V - A commercial stainless steel chargrill by lotus gas-fired trade
1624. M - 1 wooden signboard & 6 wine list holders
1625. V - A commercial stainless steel solid top range by moorwood Vulcan gas trade
1626. V - A 3 basket pasta cooker by lincat three phase trade
1627. V - A commercial stainless steel microwave by Zanussi trade
1628. V - A catering type rack with 4 shelves
1629. V - A commercial 6 burner gas range with oven beneath no make or model visible,
trade
1630. M - A slim stainless steel catering table insert with small shelf beneath
1631. M - A catering type rack with four shelves
1632. V - A mobile catering type rack with three draining shelves
1633. V - A gas fired 6 burner range with oven beneath by buffalo trade
1634. V - 2 electronic cash registers buy Casio type ses3000, keys in auction office, trade
1635. V - 2 electronic cash registers buy Casio type ses3000, keys in auction office, trade
1636. V - 2 electronic cash registers buy Casio type ses3000, keys in auction office, trade
1637. M - Two household electric ovens with gas hobs please note one requires attention the
other has not been fully tested, trade
1638. M - An unused tall electric patio heater by firefly model ol3966, trade
1639. M - A household tall fridge freezer please note this unit requires attention -trade
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1640. V - A commercial stainless steel large basket deep fryer by Valentine three phasetrade
1641. M - a commercial stainless steel glass/dishwasher by Class-EQ type: Duo-400, unit
comes with 6 trays, size: W 0.48m x H 0.87m x D 0.52m - untested - (trade)
1642. V - A commercial stainless steel conveyor toaster by Lockhart please note unit has
industrial 240v plug, trade
1643. V - A commercial glass washer by maidaid model 450 Gs, trade
1644. V - One under counter dishwasher and one under counter fridge both by Russell Hobbs
please note fridge requires attention - trade
1645. M - A commercial stainless steel glass dishwasher by Hobart, model ecoMAX chf40
also comes with two tubs of dishwasher detergent - trade
1646. V - A commercial deep single sink unit by Vogue with draining board at both ends
GE103
1647. M - A commercial stainless steel integrated serve over salad bar by Design line - trade
1648. V - A commercial deep single sink unit by Vogue with draining board at both ends
GE103
1649. M - Three various sized wine racks
1650. M - A commercial countertop glass washer by class EQ eco1, trade
1651. M - a commercial stainless steel table with large hole for waste
1652. M - A tall stainless steel catering type shelving unit with 3 shelves
1653. M - A commercial turbofan oven by blue seal and table please note the oven requires
attention, trade
1654. M - A stainless steel single sink
1655. M - A stainless steel catering type table with shelf and racks beneath
1656. M - A commercial stainless steel griddle by lincat and tall stand, trade
1657. M - A tabletop fan oven by smeg and stainless steel table, trade
1658. M - A commercial stainless steel microwave oven by Samsung and stand please note
microwave requires attention, trade
1659. M - A commercial stainless steel griddle by Premier Range and 2 stainless steel tables,
please note the griddle requires attention, trade
1660. M - A commercial stainless steel deep twin sink unit with shelf beneath
1661. V - A commercial coffee grinder by ImberItal, trade
1662. M - A catering stainless steel hot cupboard and a stainless steel table with two shelves
beneath please note that the hot cupboard requires attention, trade
1663. M - A stainless steel single deep sink unit with shelf beneath
1664. M - A large quantity of chafing fuel by Lockhart, contents of one box
1665. M - A table top milk fridge and a counter top hot food display cabinet by Lincat, trade
1666. M - Two small stainless steel catering type tables one has a shelf beneath
1667. M - An unused 6 burner range with oven beneath no make or model visible please note
this unit is incomplete, trade
1668. M - 1 stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath and a stainless steel shelving
unit which fixes to the top of a table or countertop
1669. M - A quantity of stainless steel and plastic coated trays for use in ovens and fridges
1670. M - A stainless steel catering type wet table with shelf beneath
1671. M - A quantity of stainless steel racks for use inside of an oven
1672. M - A quantity of stainless steel and plastic coated large racks for use inside ovens and
fridges
1673. M - A stainless steel catering type corner table, with lower smaller table attached
1674. M - A mobile catering type draining rack with four shelves
1675. M - a quantity of pots and lids, contents of 1 rack (rack not inc)
1676. M - A freestanding electric patio heater by Firefly, trade
1677. M - A freestanding electric patio heater by firefly please note dish is dented, trade
1678. M - A long stainless steel catering table with shelf beneath
1679. M - An unused stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath
1680. M - A 6 burner range with oven beneath by lincat please note 2 burners are in complete,
trade
1681. M - 2 commercial serve over refrigerated units both are incomplete and require
attention, trade
1682. M - A countertop hot food display cabinet by Moffat, trade
1683. M - A used stainless steel two door catering type heated cabinet please note this has
never been fitted, trade
1684. M - A used stainless steel single door catering type heated cabinet please note this has
never been fitted, trade
1685. M - A countertop height 3 door bottle display fridge by coolpoint, trade
1686. M - A fridge freezer by ProLine, trade
1687. M - An under counter tumble dryer by Hotpoint model ctd00, trade
1688. M - A household electric oven by Indesit, trade
1689. M - A small square stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath and shelf
above
1690. M - Two catering type tables one with a shelf beneath
1691. M - 1 unused black single kitchen sink
1692. V - A commercial stainless steel triple door bench fridge please note no make or model
visible and unit requires attention, trade
1693. V - A commercial stainless steel pass through dishwasher bye comenda model lC411M,
three-phase trade
1694. V - A commercial stainless steel 3 door bench fridge please note this unit requires
attention, trade
1695. M - An unused white kitchen sink
1696. M - 2 long stainless steel tables for use with a pass through dishwasher both units have
three racks under
1697. M - A stainless steel catering type table with space under for appliances
1698. M - A stainless steel catering type shelving unit which fixes to the top of a table or
counter top
1699. M - A long catering type stainless steel table with small hand sink and small shelf
beneath
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1700. M - An Electrolux multi grill and small shelving unit which would fit on top of a table
or countertop, gas trade
1701. M - A long stainless steel single deep sink unit with 2 small shelves beneath
1702. V - A commercial twin sliding door display fridge by caravell type 801, trade
1703. V - A commercial single door display fridge no make visible model nfg 309, trade
1704. M - A commercial stainless steel gas fired grill by Zanussi, trade
1705. M - A small table top wine cooler by Currys Essentials, trade
1706. M - A long catering type stainless steel table
1707. M - A large quantity of accessories for a robot coupe r301 Ultra please note the robot
coupe is included but requires attention - trade
1708. M - A quantity of accessories for a Hobart mixer
1709. M - A quantity of various accessories relating to a Hobart commercial mixer
1710. M - A countertop hot water boiler by lincat, trade
1711. M - A quantity of accessories for a Hobart mixer
1712. M - A catering stainless steel table with shelf beneath
1713. M - A quantity of accessories for a Hobart mixer
1714. M - A quantity of accessories for a Hobart mixer
1715. M - A quantity of accessories for a Hobart mixer
1716. M - A large quantity of deep fat fryer baskets
1717. M - A stainless steel catering type corner table
1718. V - 4 stainless steel effect pedal & push top bins
1719. M - A wide stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath
1720. M - A commercial stainless steel quik and crispy greaseless fryer, trade
1721. M - A stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath
1722. M - 2 stainless steel catering type tables one is mobile with a shelf beneath
1723. M - A stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath
1724. M - A stainless steel catering type table with shelf and drawer beneath
1725. M - A stainless steel wall table
1726. M - 2 stainless steel microwave shelves
1727. M - An unused white kitchen sink by franke
1728. M - A stainless steel catering type table
1729. M - A stainless steel catering type table with drawer beneath
1730. M - A stainless steel catering type table with draining facilities beneath
1731. M - Commercial bottle/can display fridge with lift lid - trade
1732. M - A commercial stainless steel quik and crispy greaseless fryer, trade
1733. M - A large stainless steel macerator by I M C model 1204 - three phase trade
1734. M - A commercial stainless steel dishwasher buy Hobart model fxd 400 - trade
1735. M - A commercial glass washer buy winterhalter type gs15 E - 3 phase trade
1736. M - A commercial stainless steel heated cabinet please note this unit requires attention trade
1737. M - A large stainless steel steam oven by lincat - propane trade
1738. M - And unused black kitchen sink by Franke
1739. M - A stainless steel catering type table
1740. M - A low stainless steel catering type table with shelf beneath
1741. M - A stainless steel catering type table with shelf and drawer beneath
1742. M - A gas fired twin basket deep fryer by pitco - trade
1743. M - A commercial stainless steel single basket three-phase deep fryer by Falcon trade
1744. M - A commercial stainless steel twin basket electric fryer by Falcon - trade
1745. M - A countertop hot food display cabinet and a hot water boiler please note both of
these units require attention - trade
1746. M - A mobile stainless steel catering type corner table with shelf beneath
1747. M - A commercial stainless steel hot food serving trolley featuring a bain-marie and 2
food compartments please note this unit requires attention - trade
1748. M - A long stainless steel catering type table with shelf above
1749. M - A large commercial stainless steel electric cooking pot by Vulcan, trade
1750. M - A commercial serve over refrigerated display unit by Zoin model jinny 250, please
note top glass shelf is missing. trade
1751. M - An upright freezer by ProLine, trade
1752. M - An under counter fridge buy Zanussi, trade
1753. V - A commercial serve over refrigerated display unit by KJR -trade
1754. M - 27 stacking banqueting chairs with a burgundy upholstered Maze/Aztec design with
wooden frames
1755. M - Six tall red metal stools
1756. V - 7 stacking banqueting chairs with gold colour metal frames
1757. M - 9 dining type chairs, all have removable/washable covers
1758. M - A large quantity of upholstered tall and short pub stools
1759. M - A quantity of stainless steel items mostly shelving
1760. M - 8 matching upholstered wooden dining chairs
1761. M - Two matching wooden chairs and two other non matching wooden chairs
1762. V - 5 non matching Brown upholstered chairs
1763. M - A large quantity of cream and brown upholstered dining chairs contents of two
bays
1764. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1765. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1766. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1767. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1768. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1769. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1770. M - 8 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1771. M - 12 Fawn upholstered dining chairs
1772. V - Ten brown suede effect upholstered dining chairs with wooden frames
1773. V - End of sale for this Rostrum (also end of Day 1)
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DAY 2 Wednesday 6th December at 10.30am in Hangar 2.
On Rostrum 1 .. right hand side of main door.
POWER TOOLS ETC.
NB. All electrical lots in this sale are deemed as “Trade” sales.. see sale conditions.
2001. V - 1 long life edition multi talent tool by Fein type FMT250Q, 240v with plastic carry
case and various accessories RRP £149
2002. V - 1 long life edition multi talent tool by Fein type FMT250Q, 240v with plastic carry
case and various accessories RRP £149
2003. V - 1 Thermospot laser by Laserliner and 1 laser distance master compact Pro
by Laserliner RRPs £39 and £114
2004. V - 1 Thermospot laser by Laserliner and 1 laser distance master compact Pro
by Laserliner RRP £39 and £114
2005. V - 1 digital inspection camera by Laserliner type Videoscope One 9mm head with
plastic carry case RRP £107
2006. V - 1 cordless drill by Ryobi type CMD-1442, 14.4v, with 1 charger, 3 batteries and a
carry case RRP £191
2007. V - 1 cross cut saw system by Mafell type KSS400, 240v with red metal carry case RRP
£579
2008. V - 1 stirrer by Mega Mixer type MM22S, 240v,1150w, 2 speed - no paddle / stirrer
attachment included RRP £358
2009. V - 1 stirrer by Mega Mixer type MM30/2, 240v,1800w - no paddle / stirrer attachment
included RRP £454
2010. V - A Panasonic twin cordless drill / impact driver kit type with 1 charger, 2 x 18v
batteries and a carry case RRP £312
2011. V - A Panasonic twin cordless drill / impact driver kit type with 1 charger, 2 x 18v
batteries and a carry case RRP £312
2012. V - 1 cordless hammer drill by Paslode type Spit 328, 24v with 1 charger, 2 x 24v
batteries and a carry case. RRP £328
2013. V - A qty of various items by Paslode comprising of 5 x F16 straight brad fuel packs, 1 x
16G angled brad pack, 1 rechargeable battery and 2 auto power adaptors
2014. V - A qty of various items by Paslode comprising of 6 x F16 straight brad fuel packs, 1
rechargeable battery and 2 auto power adaptors
2015. V - 1 router by Bosch type GKF600, 1/4 inch, 240v and 1 router plunge base by Bosch
type TE600 RRPs £157 and £67
2016. V - 1 angle grinder by Bosch type GWS 110v and 1 router plunge base by Bosch type
TE600
2017. V - 1 angle grinder by Bosch type GWS 110v and 1 router plunge base by Bosch type
TE600
2018. V - 1 impact drill by Bosch type GSB13RE, 110v and 1 router plunge base by Bosch
type TE600 RRPs £69 and £67
2019. V - 1 cordless impact driver by Bosch type GDR14. 4V with 1 charger, 1 battery and a
carry case RRP £258
2020. V - 1 impact drill by Bosch type GSB1800-2 RE, 110v RRP £74
2021. V - 1 sabre saw by Bosch type GSA1300PCE, 240v with 2 blades and a carry case
RRP £179
2022. V - 1 sabre saw by Bosch type GSA1100E, 240v with a carry case but NO blades
included RRP £158
2023. V - 1 plunge saw by Bosch type GKT55GCE 55mm, 240v with carry case but NO rail
supplied RRP £350
2024. V - 1 cordless drill by Bosch type GSB12 VE-2 with 1 charger, 2 x 12v batteries and a
carry case RRP £144
2025. V - 1 Bosch impact drill type GSB20-2 RE, 240v, RRP £151
2026. V - 1 radio by Festool type Sysrock and 1 LED worklight by Festool type Duo-plus 240v
- RRPs £119 and £450 but please note there is NO tripod / stand supplied with the light
2027. V - 1 radio by Festool type Sysrock and 1 LED worklight by Festool type Duo-plus 240v
- RRPs £119 and £450 but please note there is NO tripod / stand supplied with the light
2028. V - 1 radio by Festool type Sysrock and 1 LED worklight by Festool type Duo-plus 240v
- RRPs £119 and £450 but please note there is NO tripod / stand supplied with the light
2029. V - 1 radio by Festool type Sysrock and 1 LED worklight by Festool type Duo-plus 240v
- RRPs £119 and £450 but please note there is NO tripod / stand supplied with the light
2030. V - 1 radio by Festool type Sysrock and 2 plastic storage boxes
by Festool type Systrainer T-Loc - RRPs £119 and £130
2031. V - 1 oscillator tool by Festool type OS 400 EQ GB 110v with 1 circular blade and 2
other blades RRP £495
2032. V - 1 oscillator tool by Festool type OS 400 EQ GB 110v with 1 circular blade and 2
other blades RRP £495
2033. V - 1 oscillator tool by Festool type OS 400 EQ GB 110v with 1 circular blade and 2
other blades RRP £495
2034. V - 1 oscillator tool by Festool type OS 400 EQ GB 110v with 1 circular blade and 2
other blades RRP £495
2035. V - 1 surfix oil despenser set by Festool type OS-SYS3 and 1 compact cleaning kit
by Festool type D27/D36, RRPs £107 and £62
2036. V - 1 Domino beech dowel assortment kit by Festool and 2 x Festool storage boxes (1
x Systrainer T-Loc and 1 x SYS-MFT) RRPs £135, £56 and £64
2037. V - 1 cordless drill by Festool type T15 with 1 charger, 2 x batteries, 3 x various chucks
and a carry case RRP £300P
2038. V - 1 Vecturo oscillator tool by Festool type OS 400 EQ GB 240v with carry case, 1
circular blade and 2 other blades RRP £495
2039. V - 1 cordless impact wrench by Festool type TI 15 with 1 charger, 2 x batteries, 3 x
various chucks and a carry case RRP £216
2040. V - 1 cordless drill by Festool type CXS with 1 charger, 1 battery and 3 various chucks
RRP £241
2041. V - 1 laminate trimmer by Festool type MFK 700 EQ, 240v, RRP £410
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2042. V - 1 cordless drill by Festool type Quadrive PDC18/4 with 1 charger, 2 batteries, 1
removable handle and 3 various chucks (including a right angle chuck) RRP £484
2043. V - 1 cordless drill by Festool type Quadrive PDC18/4 with 1 charger, 2 batteries, 1
removable handle and 1 standard chuck RRP £484
2044. V - A quantity of various items by Bosch including screw storage boxes, guide rail
connectors, guide bushes, a splinter guard protector, a torch (no battery) etc. RRP difficult
to calculate but estimated over £300
2045. V - 1 drill by Bosch type GBH 2-24 DFR, 240V, RRP £179
2046. V - 1 SDS drill by Bosch type GBH 2-26 DRE, 110v RRP £113
2047. V - 1 heavy-duty 36v SDS cordless drill by Bosch type GBH 36 VF-LI with 1 charger, 3 x
36v 4ah batteries and 2 chucks (SDS and standard) RRP £580
2048. V - 1 cordless impact driver by Bosch type GDS 18V-LI with 1 charger and 2 x 18v 4ah
batteries RRP £359
2049. V - 1 plunge saw by Bosch type GKT55GCE, 55mm, 110V. Please note saw is not
supplied with a carry case or instructions. RRP £350
2050. V - 1 cordless rotary tool by Bosch type GRO 10.8 V-LI with 1 charger, 2 batteries
(10.8V 2ah) and a small qty of tools / accessories. RRP £230
2051. V - 1 cordless sabre saw by Bosch type GSA 18 V-LI with 1 charger, 2 x batteries (18v
4ah) and 2 blades RRP £373
2052. V - A quantity of various items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cordless drill type DC600 with
1 battery / 1 charger, a dust bag DE6784, a torch with no battery DC519, an angle
attachment DWS5028, a T square DWS5027 and crown stops DE7084. RRP difficult to
calculate but estimated at approx £180
2053. V - A quantity of various items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cordless drill type DC600 with
1 battery / 1 charger, a dust bag DE6784, a torch with no battery DC519, an angle
attachment DWS5028, a T square DWS5027 and crown stops DE7084. RRP difficult to
calculate but estimated at approx £180
2054. V - 4 items by DeWalt comprising of 1 angle grinder DW840 110v, 1 router fence
DE6913, 1 Pipe Clamp DE3091 and 1 extension arm support DE7028, RRP difficult to
calculate but estimated at approx £240
2055. V - 4 items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cartridge filter DC5001, 1 dust bag DE6784, 1
angle attachment DWS5028 and 1 torch with no battery DW908. RRP difficult to calculate
but estimated at approx £140
2056. V - 4 items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cartridge filter DC5001, 1 dust bag DE6784, 1
angle attachment DWS5028 and 1 torch with no battery DW908. RRP difficult to calculate
but estimated at approx £140
2057. V - 4 items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cartridge filter DC5001, 1 dust bag DE6784, 1
angle attachment DWS5028 and 1 torch with no battery DW908. RRP difficult to calculate
but estimated at approx £140
2058. V - 4 items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cartridge filter DC5001, 1 dust bag DE6784, 1
angle attachment DWS5028 and 1 torch with no battery DW908. RRP difficult to calculate
but estimated at approx £140
2059. V - 4 items by DeWalt comprising of 1 cartridge filter DC5001, 1 dust bag DE6784, 1
angle attachment DWS5028 and 1 torch with no battery DW908. RRP difficult to calculate
but estimated at approx £140
2060. V - 1 disc grinder by Hitachi type G12SS, 110v with carry case, 1 diamond bade and a
blade changing tool. RRP £43
2061. V - 1 disc grinder by Hitachi type G12SS, 110v with carry case, 1 diamond bade and a
blade changing tool. RRP £43
2062. V - 1 disc grinder by Hitachi type G12SS, 110v with carry case, 1 diamond bade but NO
blade changing tool. RRP £43
2063. V - 1 disc grinder by Hitachi type G12SS, 110v with carry case, 1 diamond bade but NO
blade changing tool. RRP £43
2064. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DSFL with 1 charger, 2
batteries (18v 2.5ah) RRP £149
2065. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DSFL with 1 charger, 2
batteries (18v 2.5ah) RRP £149
2066. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DSFL with 1 charger, 2
batteries (18v 2.5ah) RRP £149
2067. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DSL with 1 charger, 2
batteries (18v 3ah) RRP £215
2068. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DSL with 1 charger, 2
batteries (18v 3ah) RRP £215
2069. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DSL with 1 charger, 2
batteries (18v 3ah) RRP £215
2070. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23SC3 9 inch, 240v. Grinder is bare and not
supplied with a box, disc or change tool. RRP £103
2071. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G18SE3 240v. Grinder is bare and not supplied with
a box, disc or change tool. RRP region of £90 / 100
2072. V - 1 cordless 18v impact driver drill by Hitachi type DV18DBL with 1 charger and 2 x
batteries (18v 3ah) RRP £258
2073. V - A cordless drill driver and Impact Driver set by Hitachi type KC18DKL with drill,
impact driver, 1 charger and 2 x batteries (1 x 18v 4ah and 1 x 18v 3ah) RRP £302
2074. V - 1 cross cut saw by Mafell type KSS300 Maxi MAX, 240v. RRP £521
2075. V - 1 cross cut saw by Mafell type KSS300 Maxi MAX, 240v. RRP £521
2076. V - 1 cross cut saw by Mafell type KSS300 Maxi MAX, 240v. RRP £521
2077. V - 1 cross cut saw by Mafell type KSS300 Maxi MAX, 110v. RRP £509
2078. V - 1 cross cut saw by Mafell type KSS300 Maxi MAX, 110v. RRP £509
2079. V - 1 cross cut saw by Mafell type KSS300 Maxi MAX, 110v. RRP £509
2080. V - 1 framing Nailer by Bostitch type N88WW-2 90mm. RRP £345
2081. V - 1 multi master tool by Fein type FMM 350 Q, 110v supplied with a larger carry case
and a quantity of various accessories / blades. RRP £219
2082. V - 1 multi master tool by Fein type FMM 350 Q, 110v supplied with a
smaller Systrainer carry case and a quantity of various accessories / blades. RRP £219
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2083. V - A Fein cordless twin tool set comprising of a cordless drill and a cordless multi tool
with 1 charger, 2 batteries (14.4v 4ah), a carry case but NO other accessories included.
RRP £490
2084. V - 1 Arc welder by Clarke type 145 TN Turbo, 240v. RRP £97
2085. V - 1 disc grinder by Hitachi in cardboard box type G12SS, 115mm, 110v. RRP £35
2086. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Makita type BTD140 with 1 charger and ONLY 1 x battery
(18v 3ah) RRP £284 (RRP probably is price for drill and 2 batteries but only one battery is
included with this lot)
2087. V - A cordless twin tool set by Makita type DK1893 comprising of a cordless drill, a
cordless jigsaw with several blades, 1 charger and ONLY 1 x battery (18v 3ah). RRP £630
(RRP probably is price for drill, jigsaw and 2 batteries but only one battery is included with
this lot)
2088. V - 1 heavy duty drill / breaker by Makita type HR5211C, AVT, 12KG, SDS, 240v. RRP
£677
2089. V - 1 impact drill by Metabo type SBE900 Impuls, 2 speed, 110v. RRP £149
2090. V - 1 impact drill by Metabo type SBE900 Impuls, 2 speed, 110v. RRP £149
2091. V - 1 impact drill by Metabo type SBE900 Impuls, 2 speed, 110v. RRP £149
2092. V - 4 slab cutting guides by Brickworker. RRP £120 (£30 each)
2093. V - 4 slab cutting guides by Brickworker. RRP £120 (£30 each)
2094. V - 4 slab cutting guides by Brickworker. RRP £120 (£30 each)
2095. V - 1 impact drill by Metabo type SBE900 Impuls, 2 speed, 240v. RRP £149
2096. V - 1 impact drill by Metabo type SBE900 Impuls, 2 speed, 240v. RRP £149
2097. V - A quantity of various items by DeWalt comprising of a tool belt DT8303, 2 torches
with no batteries, 2 strips, 1 angle attachment DWS5028 and 1 filter DC5001. RRP difficult
to calculate but estimated at approx £280
2098. V - 1 cordless hammer drill by Paslode type Spit 328, 24v with 1 charger, 2 x 24v
batteries, a carry case and a belt adaptor. RRP £328 and £59 for belt adaptor
2099. V - 1 Paslode IM 65 straight finish nailer with 3 boxes of fixings, 3 Mar tips, 2
rechargeable batteries, 1 automotive power adaptor and a carry case. Please note NO
mains charger is included with this lot. RRP £389
2100. V - 1 Paslode IM65A angle brad nail gun with 1 mains charger, 2 batteries and a carry
case. RRP £508
2101. V - 1 bench grinder by Record Power type RPBG6, 240v. RRP £87
2102. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 3 brick capacity RRP £219
2103. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 3 brick capacity RRP £219
2104. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 10 brick capacity RRP £299
2105. V - 1 portable rechargeable LED flood light by Night Searcher type Workstation and 1
angle grinder by Einhell type TE-AG115, 115mm / 4.5 inch, 240v. RRP £46 and £25
2106. V - 1 portable rechargeable LED flood light by Night Searcher type Workstation and 1
angle grinder by Einhell type TE-AG115, 115mm / 4.5 inch, 240v. RRP £46 and £25
2107. V - 1 portable rechargeable LED flood light by Night Searcher type Workstation and 1
angle grinder by Einhell type TE-AG115, 115mm / 4.5 inch, 240v. RRP £46 and £25
2108. V - 1 metal cutting saw by Alfra Rotaspeed type RS200, 240v. RRP £126
2109. V - 1 cordless drill by Bosch type GSB24 VE-2 with 1 charger and 2 x batteries (24v
2ah) RRP £203
2110. V - 1 diamond drilling starter kit by Bosch with various accessories comprising of a bag,
an adaptor, 2 water containers, 2 jigs, 4 diamond bits for hard ceramics (5,6,7 and 8mm)
and 2 core bits (19 and 25mm). Photo on box shows more bits but this lot only includes
the 6 bits listed. RRP £148
2111. V - 1 multi-tool by Makita type TM3000C, 240v with various blades and a carry case.
RRP £222
2112. V - One portable universal work stand by Fox RRP £75
2113. V - 1 double bevel / double laser sliding mitre saw by Fox type F36-259DB, 110V, RRP
£293
2114. V - 1 multi-purpose circular saw by Evolution Rage type TCT 185mm, 240v. RRP £87
2115. V - 1 double bevel / double laser sliding mitre saw by Fox type F36-259DB, 110V, RRP
£293
2116. V - 1 wet / dry vacuum cleaner by Numatic type George GVE370-2, 240v with hose and
accessories. RRP £200
2117. V - One portable universal work stand by Fox RRP £75
2118. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 3 brick capacity RRP £219
2119. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 3 brick capacity RRP £219
2120. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 10 brick capacity RRP £299
2121. V - 1 plunge saw by Woodstar type Divar 55 (55mm) 240v with 2 rails, joiners and
clamps. RRP £170
2122. V - One universal folding table stand by Metabo type KGS. RRP £39
2123. V - One universal folding table stand by Metabo type KGS. RRP £39
2124. V - One universal folding table stand by Metabo type KGS. RRP £39
2125. Z - 1 power plane by Bosch type GHO26-82, 240v with dust bag and carry case. RRP
£133
2126. V - 1 fluorescent floor light by Defender 240v. RRP £45
2127. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23ST, 230mm / 9 inch, 110v. NO disc is included.
RRP £84
2128. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23ST, 230mm / 9 inch, 110v. NO disc is included.
RRP £84
2129. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23ST, 230mm / 9 inch, 110v. NO disc is included.
RRP £84
2130. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23SC3, 230mm / 9 inch, 110v. NO disc is included.
RRP £103
2131. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23SC3, 230mm / 9 inch, 110v. NO disc is included.
RRP £103
2132. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23SC3, 230mm / 9 inch, 1 107v. NO disc is
included. RRP £103
2133. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G23SC3, 230mm / 9 inch, 110v. NO disc is included.
RRP £103
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2134. V - 1 circular saw by Hitachi type C9U2, 235mm, 240v with carry case. RRP £157
2135. V - 1 circular saw by Hitachi type C9U2, 235mm, 240v with carry case. RRP £157
2136. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G18SE3, 180mm / 7 inch, 230v. NO disc is included.
RRP £109
2137. V - 1 angle grinder by Hitachi type G18SE3, 180mm / 7 inch, 230v. NO disc is included.
RRP £109
2138. V - 1 sliding Compound Mitre Saw by Hitachi type C8FSE, 216mm, 240v. RRP £220
2139. V - 1 jigsaw by Hitachi type CJ120v, 240v. RRP £104
2140. V - 1 cross cutting system saw by Mafell type KSS60CC, 110v. RRP £646
2141. V - 1 electric lawnmower and 1 electric Strimmer both by Makita types ELM3310, 33cm
and UR3000. RRP £196 for the two items
2142. V - 1 electric lawnmower and 1 electric Strimmer both by Makita types ELM3310, 33cm
and UR3000. RRP £196 for the two items
2143. V - 1 electric lawnmower and 1 electric Strimmer both by Makita types ELM3310, 33cm
and UR3000. RRP £196 for the two items
2144. V - 1 wet / dry vacuum cleaner by Bosch type GAS25L SFC, 110v with hose. RRP
£276
2145. V - 1 plunge saw by Festool type TS75 EBQ Plus, 240v with a Festool FS1400/2 guide
rail. RRP £540
2146. V - 1 plunge saw by Festool type TS75 EBQ Plus, 240v with a Festool FS1400/2 guide
rail. RRP £540
2147. V - 1 pressure washer by Stihl type RE119, 240v (125bar) with lance, hose etc. RRP
£367
2148. V - 1 electric lawn mower by Makita type ELM3310, 240v. No cardboard box supplied.
RRP difficult to calculate as originally supplied with a strimmer at £196 but NO strimmer is
included so estimate region of £140
2149. V - 1 heavy-duty electric breaker by Makita type HM1812 / 31kg AVT, 110v. RRP £1844
but this price may have originally included a storage trolley which is not included with this
breaker
2150. V - A quantity of various Festool items including drill bits, jig saw blades, planer blades
etc. RRP difficult to calculate but approx estimate in excess of £100
2151. V - A quantity of various Festool items including a Systainer storage box, adjusters,
back stops and drill bits. RRP difficult to calculate but approx estimate in excess of £100
2152. V - A quantity of various Festool items including a Systainer storage box, blades and
drill bits. RRP difficult to calculate but approx estimate in excess of £100
2153. V - 1 cross line laser by Leica type L2+ with carry case and instructions but NO tripod /
stand. RRP £143. Please note that this laser appears to be used
2154. V - 1 cross line laser by Leica type L2+ with carry case but NO tripod / stand or
instructions. RRP £143. Please note that this laser appears to be used
2155. V - 4 cordless impact drivers by Makita type TDO90D, 10.8V. Please note that these 4
impact drivers are bare and not supplied with any batteries or chargers. RRP £280 (£70
each)
2156. V - 4 cordless multi tools by Makita type TM30DZ, 10.8V. Please note that these 4 multi
tools are bare and not supplied with any batteries or chargers. RRP £420 (£105 each)
2157. V - A cordless tool set by Panasonic type EYC110 LA2L comprising of a drill, an impact
driver, an LED flashlight, 1 charger and 2 batteries (10.8v). RRP £145
2158. V - A cordless tool set by Panasonic type EYC110 LA2L comprising of a drill, an impact
driver, an LED flashlight, 1 charger and 2 batteries (10.8v). RRP £145
2159. V - A cordless tool set by Panasonic type EYC110 LA2L comprising of a drill, an impact
driver, an LED flashlight, 1 charger and 2 batteries (10.8v). RRP £145
2160. V - 2 angle grinders by Hitachi type G13SE2, 125mm / 5 inch, 240v and 1 Hitachi torch
light with NO battery or charger. RRP £230 for all 3 items
2161. V - 2 angle grinders by Hitachi type G13SE2, 125mm / 5 inch, 240v and 1 Hitachi torch
light with NO battery or charger. RRP £230 for all 3 items
2162. V - 1 Paslode First Fix nail gun type IM350 with a carry case, 1 battery and 1 mains
charger. Please note that this nail gun appears to be used. RRP £492
2163. V - 1 stirrer by Alfra Eibenstock type EHR15. 1 SB, 110v with mixing paddle. RRP
£184
2164. V - 1 stirrer by Alfra Eibenstock type EHR15. 1 SB, 240v with mixing paddle. RRP
£184
2165. V - 1 stirrer by Alfra Eibenstock type EHR 20/2.4 S AE, 240v with mixing paddle. RRP
£245
2166. V - 1 laser level by Bosch type BL40VHR with a Bosch BS200M tripod. RRP £274 and
£60
2167. V - 1 digital metal detector by Bosch type DM10 and 1 laser detector by Bosch type
BLE100S. RRP £29 and £172
2168. V - 1 digital gradient indicator by Bosch type DNM60L. RRP £92
2169. V - 1 digital angle measuring device by Bosch type DWM 40L. RRP £196
2170. V - 1 benchtop oscillating spindle sander by Delta type SA350, 240v. RRP £219
2171. V - 1 table stand by DeWalt type DE1000. RRP £79
2172. V - 1 router by Faithful type FPP R2000E, 240v. This router has a cutter fitted and
appears to be used. RRP £149
2173. V - 1 multi master tool by Fein type FMM 350 Q, 110v supplied with a larger carry case
and a quantity of various accessories / blades. RRP £219
2174. V - 1 laser level by Master, 2 torches by Panasonic with NO batteries or chargers, 3
keyless chucks by Porta and 1 chuck by LFA. RRP total approx £140
2175. V - 1 laser level by Master, 2 torches by Panasonic with NO batteries or chargers, 3
keyless chucks by Porta and 1 chuck by LFA. RRP total approx £140
2176. V - 1 wet / dry vacuum cleaner by Numatic type George GVE370-2, 240v with hose and
accessories. RRP £200
2177. V - 1 metal storage case by Hitachi type KCS902 and 1 radio by Makita type BMR100
blue, 9.6 - 24v but no battery included. RRP £23 and £64
2178. V - 1 cordless hammer drill by Paslode type Spit 328, 24v with 1 charger, 2 x 24v
batteries and a carry case. RRP £328
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2179. V - 1 framing nailer by Paslode type IM90i with carry case, 2 batteries and a mains
charger. RRP £544
2180. V - 1 stirrer by Mega Mixer type MM21/1, 110v. Please note that NO paddle is included
with this stirrer. RRP £330
2181. V - 1 stirrer by Mega Mixer type MM21/1, 240v. Please note that NO paddle is included
with this stirrer. RRP £330
2182. V - 1 spiral saw by Rebel type Rotozip 240v with NO cutting bits included. RRP £121
2183. V - 2 cordless caulking guns by Ryobi type CCG-1801M 18v. Please note that these
guns are not supplied with any batteries or chargers. RRP £90 for the two
2184. V - 1 submersible dirty water pump by SIP type 1025-SS, 240V, 333 Ltrs / min. RRP
£125
2185. V - 1 submersible dirty water pump by SIP type 1025-SS, 240V, 333 Ltrs / min. RRP
£125
2186. V - 1 submersible dirty water pump by SIP type 2020-SS, 240v, 233 Ltrs / min. RRP
£130
2187. V - 1 petrol engine water pump by SIP type 04919, 3 inch. RRP £275
2188. V - 1 petrol engine water pump by SIP type 04919, 3 inch. RRP £275
2189. V - 1 tripod by Stabila type Baustativ 1600mm and 1 surveyors staff by Stabila. RRP
£63 and £55
2190. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 3 brick capacity RRP £219
2191. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 3 brick capacity RRP £219
2192. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl - 10 brick capacity RRP £299
2193. V - 1 portable vacuum clamping bed by Trend type Mini Mach (requires a separate
vacuum source which is not supplied). RRP £77
2194. V - 1 router by Trend type T10 ELK, 110v, 1/2 inch, type 7. RRP £437
2195. V - A Bosch 3 point laser type GPL3. RRP £256
2196. V - A Bosch 3 point laser type GPL3. RRP £256
2197. V - 1 Bosch cross line laser type GLL2 and 1 Bosch WM4 wall mount. RRP £72
2198. V - 1 Bosch cross line laser type GLL2 and 1 Bosch WM4 wall mount. RRP £72
2199. V - 1 cross line laser by Bosch type BL2L and a surveyors staff by Bosch type GR500.
RRP £136 and £55
2200. V - 1 cordless bare nail gun by DeWalt type DC618N with a case and instructions but
not supplied with a battery or charger. RRP £209
2201. V - 1 cordless bare nail gun by DeWalt type DC618N with a case and instructions but
not supplied with a battery or charger. RRP £209
2202. V - 1 cordless bare nail gun by DeWalt type DC618N with a case and instructions but
not supplied with a battery or charger. RRP £209
2203. V - 1 angle grinder by DeWalt type DWE492, 240v with a carry case and changing tool
but not supplied with a disc. RRP not known but estimated in excess of £100
2204. V - 1 paving pad by Evolution type Hulk and 2 single head halogen lights by Defender,
240v (no stands or bulbs). RRP £82 for all 3 items
2205. V - 1 dust extractor by Flex type VCE35 L AC, 110v with hose and wheels (stored inside
machine) RRP £420
2206. V - 1 dust extractor by Flex type VCE35 L AC, 110v with hose and wheels (stored inside
machine) RRP £420
2207. V - 1 worktop jig 1000mm. RRP £198
2208. V - 1 worktop jig 700mm. RRP £135
2209. V - 1 rotating laser level set by Geofennel type GF2033 FL30 comprising of 1 rotating
laser, 1 laser receiver, 1 tripod, 1 staff and a carry case. RRP £399
2210. V - 1 rotating laser level set by Geofennel type GF2033 FL30 comprising of 1 rotating
laser, 1 laser receiver, 1 tripod, 1 staff and a carry case. RRP £399
2211. V - 1 rotating laser level set by Geofennel type GF2033 FL30 comprising of 1 rotating
laser, 1 laser receiver, 1 tripod, 1 staff and a carry case. RRP £399
2212. V - 1 belt sander by Makita type 9920, 3 inch, 110v. RRP £192
2213. V - 1 multitool by Makita type TM3000CX3, 110v. Please note that NO cutting bits or
accessories are included with this multitool. RRP £222
2214. V - 1 dust extractor by Makita type 447M, 110v. Please note that some accessories are
stored inside the machine but NO hose is included with this lot. RRP £633
2215. V - 1 dust extractor by Numatic type HZD-570-2, Dual, 23L, H class, 110v. Please note
that the hose and accessories are stored inside of machine. RRP estimated region of
£500
2216. V - 7 x boxes each containing 1000 biscuit dowels by Makita type 10 (7000 in total)
. RRP approx £140
2217. V - 7 x boxes each containing 1000 biscuit dowels by Makita type 10 (7000 in total)
. RRP approx £140
2218. V - 1 angle grinder by Makita type GA9040S01 230mm / 9 inch, 110v with change tool
and handle but NO disc or carry case included. RRP £192
2219. V - 1 diamond core drill by Metabo type BDE1100, 110v. Please note that this lot is for
the drill only and NO diamond core drill bits are included. RRP £246
2220. V - 1 diamond core drill by Metabo type BDE1100, 110v. Please note that this lot is for
the drill only and NO diamond core drill bits are included. RRP £246
2221. V - 1 diamond core drill by Metabo type BDE1100, 110v. Please note that this lot is for
the drill only and NO diamond core drill bits are included. RRP £246
2222. V - 1 diamond core drill by Metabo type BDE1100, 110v. Please note that this lot is for
the drill only and NO diamond core drill bits are included. RRP £246
2223. V - 3 items by Metabo comprising of 1 high torque rotary drill type BE75-16, 240v, 1
angle grinder type W750-115, 240v and 2 boxes of filters type ASR2025. RRP for all items
estimated in region of £220
2224. V - 3 items by Metabo comprising of 1 high torque rotary drill type BE75-16, 240v, 1
angle grinder type W750-115, 240v and 2 boxes of filters type ASR2025. RRP for all items
estimated in region of £220
2225. V - 3 items by Metabo comprising of 1 high torque rotary drill type BE75-16, 240v, 1
angle grinder type W750-115, 240v and 1 box of filters type ASR2025. RRP for all items
estimated in region of £210
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2226. V - 3 items by Metabo comprising of 1 detail sander type DSE300 240v, 1 angle
grinder type W750-115, 110v and 1 box of paper filter bags type ASR2025. RRP for all
items estimated in region of £160
2227. V - 1 SDS drill by Metabo type KHE2644, 110v. RRP £86
2228. V - 1 cordless screwdriver by DeWalt type DCF610 with carry case, 1 battery (10.8v /
1.5ah) and 1 charger together with a DeWalt surveyors staff type DE0734. RRP £34 and
£55
2229. V - A Bosch 3 point laser type GPL3. RRP £256
2230. V - 1 manual tongue and groove ratcheting flooring nailer by Power Nail
model Powernailer 45R. RRP £313
2231. V - 1 manual tongue and groove ratcheting flooring nailer by Power Nail
model Powernailer 45R. RRP £313
2232. V - 1 worktop jig by Trend type Combi 1002 and 2 boxes of Trend jointing biscuits. RRP
£380 and £70
2233. V - 1 laser level by Fisco type Pro Point set comprising of a torpedo laser level with 90
degree prism adaptor, tripod base and tripod. RRP £315
2234. V - 1 laser level by Fisco type Pro Point set comprising of a torpedo laser level with 90
degree prism adaptor, tripod base and tripod. RRP £315
2235. V - 1 stirrer by Alfra type EHR 23/2.3, 240v with no box or stirring paddle. RRP was
£287 but that probably included a paddle and NO paddle is supplied with this lot
2236. V - 1 portable compressor by Stanley Bostitch type C24-U110, 24L,110v. RRP £239
2237. V - 1 finish nailer by Bostitch type FN1664-e Magnesium 16g, air operated. RRP £271
2238. V - 1 plunge saw by Makita type SP6000K1, 55mm, 110v. This saw appears to be
slightly used and is supplied with a carry case but NO guide rail is included. RRP £319
which may have originally included a guide rail which is not included
2239. V - 1 diamond core drill by Makita type 8406C, 110v. Please note that this lot is for the
drill only and NO diamond core bits are included. RRP £389
2240. V - 1 SDS rotary hammer drill by Makita type HR1830, 110v and 1 belt sander by
Makita type 9911, 3 inch, 110v (No dust bag included) . RRP £50 and £99
2241. V - 1 autofeed screwdriver by Makita type 6844, 110v and 1 angle grinder by Makita
type 9015B, 240v. RRP £240 and £78
2242. V - 1 cordless drill by Makita type DHP456 with a carry case, 1 charger and 1 battery
(18v 3ah) together with 1 belt sander by Makita type 9911, 3 inch, 110v (No dust bag
included) . RRP £149 and £99
2243. V - 1 multifunction tool by Einhell type Multi max TE-MG 200 CE, 240v in carry case
with various accessories and 1 bench grinder by Femi type 24N, 240v. RRP £41 and £48
2244. V - 1 laser level set by Laserliner type Revolution with a carry case, laser unit, laser
detector, remote control and tripod (NO POWER SUPPLY INCLUDED) also supplied with
a DeWalt surveyors staff Please note the tripod and the laser detector both require
attention. RRP £443
2245. V - A Fein cordless twin tool set comprising of a cordless drill and a cordless multi tool
with 1 charger, 2 batteries (14.4v 4ah), a carry case and 1 x e-cut blade but NO other
accessories are included. RRP £490
2246. V - 1 twin blade cut off saw by Sealey type SCT125, 240V. RRP approx £95
2247. V - 1 twin blade cut off saw by Sealey type SCT125, 240V. RRP approx £95
2248. V - 1 twin blade cut off saw by Sealey type SCT125, 240V. RRP approx £95
2249. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl, 3 brick capacity. RRP £219
2250. V - 1 stirrer by Eibenstock type Mega Mixer MM21/1, 110v. Please note that this lot is
not supplied with a mixing paddle. RRP originally £330 but this may have included a
mixing paddle.
2251. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LTX BLI comprising of 1 drill, 1
charger, 2 x batteries (18v 4.0ah), 1 carry case and 1 Metabo right angle attachment.
RRP £320 and £54 for attachment
2252. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LTX BLI comprising of 1 drill, 1
charger, 2 x batteries (18v 4.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £320
2253. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LTX BLI comprising of 1 drill, 1
charger, 2 x batteries (18v 4.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £320
2254. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LTX BLI comprising of 1 drill, 1
charger, 2 x batteries (18v 4.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £320
2255. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LT BL comprising of 1 drill, 1 charger,
2 x batteries (18v 2.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £225
2256. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LT BL comprising of 1 drill, 1 charger,
2 x batteries (18v 2.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £225
2257. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LT BL comprising of 1 drill, 1 charger,
2 x batteries (18v 2.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £225
2258. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LT BL comprising of 1 drill, 1 charger,
2 x batteries (18v 2.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £225
2259. V - 1 cordless impact drill by Metabo type SB 18 LT BL comprising of 1 drill, 1 charger,
2 x batteries (18v 2.0ah) and 1 carry case. RRP £225
2260. V - A cordless twin tool set by Metabo type Combo Set 2.5 10.8v comprising of 1
cordless impact drill, 1 cordless impact wrench, 1 charger, 2 x batteries (10.8v 2.0ah) and
1 carry case. RRP £155
2261. V - A cordless twin tool set by Metabo type Combo Set 2.5 10.8v comprising of 1
cordless impact drill, 1 cordless impact wrench, 1 charger, 2 x batteries (10.8v 2.0ah) and
1 carry case. RRP £155
2262. V - A cordless twin tool set by Metabo type Combo Set 2.5 10.8v comprising of 1
cordless impact drill, 1 cordless impact wrench, 1 charger, 2 x batteries (10.8v 2.0ah) and
1 carry case. RRP £155
2263. V - 2 Panasonic cordless impact wrenches with 1 charger, 2 batteries (both 18v 4.2ah)
and a carry case. These wrenches appear to be used. RRP approx £280 when new
2264. V - 1 Panasonic cordless impact wrench with 1 charger, 1 battery (18v 4.2ah) and a
carry case. This wrench appears to be used. RRP approx £140 when new
2265. V - 1 portable universal work stand by Fox type F50-179. RRP £75
2266. V - 1 portable universal work stand by Fox type F50-179. RRP £75
2267. V - 1 portable universal work stand by Fox type F50-179. RRP £75
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2268. V - 1 cordless drill driver by Dart type Drillmax DRC10820 comprising of 1 cordless drill,
1 charger and 2 batteries (10.8v 2.0ah) together with 1 leg stand by DeWalt type DE3493.
RRP £48 and £22 for leg stand
2269. V - 1 cordless drill driver by Dart type Drillmax DRC10820 comprising of 1 cordless drill,
1 charger and 2 batteries (10.8v 2.0ah) together with 1 leg stand by DeWalt type DE3493.
RRP £48 and £22 for leg stand
2270. V - 1 cordless drill driver by Dart type Drillmax DRC10820 comprising of 1 cordless drill,
1 charger and 2 batteries (10.8v 2.0ah) together with 1 leg stand by DeWalt type DE3493.
RRP £48 and £22 for leg stand
2271. V - 1 universal portable work stand by Fox type F50-177, 240v. RRP £221
2272. V - 1 universal portable work stand by Fox type F50-177, 240v. RRP £221
2273. V - 1 universal portable work stand by Fox type F50-177A, 110v. RRP £234
2274. V - 1 long neck drywall sander by Fox type FDW-550, 110v. RRP £657
2275. V - 1 extending leg stand by Metabo type KSU 400. RRP £133
2276. V - 1 extending leg stand by Metabo type KSU 400. RRP £133
2277. V - 1 extending leg stand by Metabo type KSU 400. RRP £133
2278. V - 1 cordless screw gun kit by Spit type 217 comprising of a 217 cordless driver, a
Speed 55 easy click screw attachment, 1 charger, 2 x batteries (14.4v 3.0ah) and 1 carry
case. RRP £306
2279. V - 1 cordless screw gun kit by Spit type 217 comprising of a 217 cordless driver, a
Speed 55 easy click screw attachment, 1 charger, 2 x batteries (14.4v 3.0ah) and 1 carry
case. RRP £306
2280. V - 1 finish nailer by Paslode type 3250/65 F16Q with carry case, air operated. RRP
£220
2281. V - 1 finish nailer by Paslode type 3250/65 F16Q with carry case, air operated. RRP
£220
2282. V - 1 circular saw by Makita type 5703RK, 190mm / 7.5 inch, 110v with carry case. RRP
£152
2283. V - 1 transformer - Input 240v, output 110v / 5kva (1 x 32A and 2 x 16A). RRP £203
2284. V - 1 transformer - Input 240v, output 110v / 3.3kva. RRP £64
2285. V - 1 transformer - Input 240v, output 110v / 3.3kva. RRP £64
2286. V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Makita type LS1018L laser, 240v. Please note that this saw
has clearly been used (paint splashes) and is NOT supplied with a dust collection bag,
instructions or any accessories. RRP originally £567 when new
2287. V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Makita type LS1018L laser, 110v. Please note that this saw
appears to have been slightly used and is NOT supplied with a dust collection bag,
instructions or any accessories. RRP originally £567 when new
2288. V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Hitachi type C8FSE, 110v. Please note that this saw appears
to have been slightly used and IS supplied with a dust collection bag, instructions and
some accessories (tied to saw in a bag) . RRP originally £220 when new
2289. V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Makita type LS0714, 110v. Please note that this saw appears
to be unused but is NOT supplied with a dust collection bag, instructions or any
accessories. RRP originally £412
2290. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl, 3 brick capacity and no box included RRP
£219
2291. V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Makita type LS1216L laser DXT, 240v. Please note that this
saw appears to have been slightly used and is NOT supplied with a dust collection bag,
instructions or any accessories. RRP originally £788 when new
2292. V - 1 multifunction table by Festool type MFT/3 KAPEX. RRP £500
2293. V - 1 cordless grass strimmer by Makita type UR140DW G series with 1 charger and 1
battery (14.4v 1.3ah). RRP £111
2294. V - 1 cordless grass strimmer by Makita type UR140DW G series with 1 charger and 1
battery (14.4v 1.3ah). RRP £111
2295. V - 1 fully adjustable brick cutting jig by Stihl, 10 brick capacity and no box included RRP £299
2296. V - 10 x torches by Makita type DML-185. Please note that these torches are NOT
supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP £12
each
2297. V - 10 x torches by Makita type DML-185. Please note that these torches are NOT
supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP £12
each
2298. V - 10 x torches by Makita type DML-185. Please note that these torches are NOT
supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP £12
each
2299. V - 10 x torches by Makita type DML-185. Please note that these torches are NOT
supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP £12
each
2300. V - 10 x torches by Makita type DML-185. Please note that these torches are NOT
supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP £12
each
2301. V - 10 x fluorescent lamps by Makita type DML-184. Please note that these lamps are
NOT supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP
£22 each
2302. V - 10 x fluorescent lamps by Makita type DML-184. Please note that these lamps are
NOT supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP
£22 each
2303. V - 10 x fluorescent lamps by Makita type DML-184. Please note that these lamps are
NOT supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP
£22 each
2304. V - 10 x fluorescent lamps by Makita type DML-184. Please note that these lamps are
NOT supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP
£22 each
2305. V - 10 x fluorescent lamps by Makita type DML-184. Please note that these lamps are
NOT supplied with any chargers or batteries and the plastic crate is not included. RRP
£22 each
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2306. V - 1 site table saw by Jet type JTS-315SP, 90mm cut, 110v. Please note that this
saw is missing the slide table support bar. RRP approx £500
2307. M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock Solid Type
RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2308. M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock Solid Type
RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2309. M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock Solid Type
RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2310. M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock Solid Type
RT75S 75 cm high and no wood is included
2311. M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock Solid Type
RT75S 75 cm high and no wood is included
2312. M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock Solid Type
RT75S 75 cm high and no wood is included
2313. V - 1 foot operated mitre guillotine by Charnwood / Framers Corner (metric) with left
hand support, right hand measurement support and fitted with 2 Morso blades
2314. V - 1 pass through sander by CLS (Calibro Levigatrici Satinatrici) type 2819SINTESI
R1100, 3ph, max width approx 1.1m
2315. V - 1 cross cut circular saw by Wadkin Bursgreen with no model visible, 3ph
2316. M - 1 metal two door storage cabinet - NO lock currently fitted
2317. M - 1 dry metal cut off saw by Clarke type CDC355, 240v with machine stand and 2
roller stands
2318. M - 1 pillar drill by Rexon type OPTI B 22 PRO, 240v with stand and drilling vice
2319. M - 1 industrial fan by Clarke Air type CAM5002, 240v
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2562. M - A 3 section aluminium roof ladder
2563. M - A 3 section aluminium roof ladder
2564. M - A double extending aluminium roof ladder
Commencing inside front door, left hand side.
2565. M - 2 aluminium multi-purpose ladders
2501. M - 1 router table by Workzone (no router included) and 1 tile cutter by Erbauer
2566. M - A quantity of towel rail radiators
2502. M - One glass skylight with wooden frame
2567. V - One large blue metal wheeled skate and one steel drum dolly
2503. M - A quantity of various brass coloured socket fronts, switches etc contents of 2
2568. M - 1 metal bulkhead with fixings to suit Ford Transit
shelves
2569. M - One floor standing electric patio heater by Firefly with remote control
2504. M - A quantity of festoon lights 110 V and wall ties contents of one shelf
2505. M - A quantity of various pest control items comprising mainly of bait boxes and traps. 2570. M - One electric patio heater by Firefly type OL1822V2
2571. M - 1 gas patio heater type Paris OL0314
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2506. M - A quantity of various pest control items comprising mainly of bait boxes and traps. 2572. M - One large floor standing gas patio heater
2573. M - One electric patio heater by Firefly type OL1822V2
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2574. M - 1 electric floor standing patio heater by Firefly type OL3966
2507. M - A quantity of pest control items including an Exodus electronically operated ULV
2575. M - 1 electric patio / workshop heater by Firefly type OL0220
machine with timer, PPE equipment etc contents of 2 shelves
2576. M - 1 electric patio / workshop heater by Firefly type OL1787
2508. M - 4 hand operated pest control sprays by Birchmeier and B & G
2577. M - 1 patio heater by Firefly type OL2410V2
2509. M - 2 professional pest control high / long reach dust application tools by Dustick
2510. M - A quantity of various items including electrical related, gutter fittings and a dummy 2578. M - 1 electric patio heater by Firefly type OL2801
2579. M - One Electric patio heater by Firefly type OL0221
CCTV camera. Contents of two shelves
2580. M - 2 garden water features with no pumps - corten steel tubes
2511. M - A quantity of various items including a Crabtree MCB box, a bottle jack, a cable
2581. M - 2 aluminium step ladders
avoiding tool (CAT) , a tripod, a tile cutter etc Contents of 2 shelves
2582. M - 1 patio / vehicle sun awning, multi stripe, approx 2.5m
2512. M - 1 pressure washer by Karcher type k4 compact
2583. M - 1 patio / vehicle sun awning, yellow stripe, approx 3m
2513. M - 2 trailer jockey wheels
2584. V - 4 internal wood effect office type fire resisting doors (1 is slightly smaller than the
2514. M - A quantity of various items including amber beacons, an alarm box, various 110v
others)
equipment etc Contents of 2 shelves
2585.
M - 1 large wood framed unglazed sash window and 2 unglazed doors. Please note that
2515. M - 3 flood lights by Thorn type Sunpak and one flood light by Uniflood
the window and 2 doors are not supplied with any glass
2516. M - 2 trailer wheels with tyres fitted size 145 R10
2586. M - 1 multifunction aluminium ladder and one ladder stay
2517. M - A large quantity of various items including door furniture, electrical related items,
2587. M - A large quantity of various garden related tools
tools etc contents of one wide pallet and the plastic crates are not included
2588. M - A quantity of various garden related and DIY related tools
2518. M - A quantity of various items including a pressure sprayer, hose, taps, tools etc
2589. M - A quantity of various items including piano hinges, surveyors staffs, shovels etc
Contents of one pallet and plastic crates are not included
2590. M - A screw to wall panel with 6 x 15 small drawer plastic parts storage units (90
2519. M - A quantity of various cans of paint by Dulux etc Contents of one pallet and the
drawers in total) containing various screws, fixings etc all of which are included
plastic crates are not included
2591. M - A 14 bar mobile rack by Gibbs Sandtech, 1 small mobile MDF table and a plastic
2520. M - One set of pallet trucks by Record
three drawer unit
2521. V - 1 blue metal trolley with steps on one end
2592. M - A small table with 2 clamps and 2 low trestles
2522. M - 2 harnesses and 2 lanyards by G-Force types P10 and LB 100 20
2593. M - 6 sash cramps by Record type 135
2523. V - 1 pallet containing various items
2594. M - 4 sash cramps with no make visible length approx 1.3m
incl. Mapescreed 704, Sika Sikafllor Curehard WW, Chryso Cure HPE etc
2595. M - 5 sash cramps by Record type 135
2524. M - One pallet containing a quantity of plastic hanging warehouse door strips and
2596. M - 4 large sash cramps by Record type 136
hanging frames
2525. M - 1 petrol engine generator by Kraftech type KT 6500. Please note this generator is a 2597. M - 1 trestle table previously used for veneering
2598. M - A dust extraction unit by Mardon Engineering type EW3, 3ph with a qty of various
Chinese import
ducting and fittings
2526. M - 1 MIG welder by Britarc / Tec Arc type Prof Mig BA 201, 240v
2599. M - 1 band saw by Mini Max type S500P, 3ph, YOM 2004 with several spare blades and
2527. M - 1 petrol engine pressure washer by Pro User with a Karcher lance and hose
other accessories
2528. M - 1 petrol engine generator by Kawasaki type GA3200A-S
2529. V - 1 vacuum lifting unit by Al-Vac Model Handy 202.020 with a Honda pull start petrol 2600. M - A quantity of various woodworking related items including clamps, a glue
gun, Dremel accessories etc (NO Dremel tool is included just accessories) Contents of
engine
two shelves
2530. M - 1 work shop compressor by Ingersoll-Rand type EN6K75, 3ph
2601. M - A quantity of various woodworking related and other items including two folding
2531. M - 1 shot blast cabinet by Clarke type SB 30
metal trestles, lights, lazy Susan swivel plates, saws etc. Contents of two shelves
2532. M - 1 front opening cylindrical water heating furnace by Geminox. Please note that there
2602. M - A quantity of various pneumatic related items including hose, a spray gun etc
is a small hole in the water jacket that will require welding before use
Contents of one shelf
2533. M - One trolley / sack truck
2603.
M - 4 sash cramps by Clarke and one sash cramp by City, length of all approx 90cm.
2534. M - One compressor by SIP type Airmate Nimbus 50, 240v
Contents of one shelf
2535. V - One knife / blade / cutter profile grinder by Weinig type Rondamat 929, 3ph
2604. M - A quantity of various sandpaper, abrasive discs, wooden plugs etc Contents of two
2536. V - One sliding mitre saw by Ryobi type EMS2026SCL, 240v and 1 stand
shelves and plastic crates are not included
2537. V - A quantity of various electrical breakers. Plastic crate not included
2605. M - A quantity of various woodworking related items including a tool box, a Black and
2538. V - 1 industrial dehumidifier by Andrews type HD 500, 240v
Decker sander, router bits, small parts boxes containing screws etc. Contents of two
2539. V - 1 industrial dehumidifier by Andrews type HD 500, 240v
shelves
2540. V - 1 mini stacker by Manutan type PM120, 120kg capacity, lift height 1050mm
2606.
M - A quantity of various screws and other fixings Contents of one shelf
2541. M - One pallet complaining a quantity of exhaust extension pipes and various cables
2607. M - A quantity of various screws and other fixings Contents of one shelf
2542. M - One pallet containing a quantity of various items including cable storage drums,
2608. V - A quantity of various tools including a jigsaw, a tile cutter, a soldering gun, a sander
lifting bars, a single span energy absorber by Latchways etc
etc Contents of two shelves
2543. M - One pallet containing a quantity of various items including handheld radios
2609. V - One angle grinder by Bosch and one angle grinder by Hilti both 240v. Contents of
by Rexon etc
one shelf
2544. M - One pallet containing a quantity of various items including lights etc
2610. V - 2 site transformers 110v, two drills 110v and one angle grinder 110v Content of one
2545. M - One pallet containing a quantity of various items including lights,
shelf
a Danfos Ecmat etc
2611. V - One blue / grey metal single door locker - key with staff, please ask when collecting
2546. V - A set of blue metal mobile warehouse steps - 7 tread
2612. V - 1 grey metal two door storage cabinet - key with staff, please ask when collecting
2547. M - One walk-in bath with frame and front panel together with a Watermill shower
2613. V - 1 blue / grey metal two door storage cabinet containing panels to take hanging Lin
pump
type storage bins (NO storage bins are included) - key with staff, please ask when
2548. M - A qty of dark oak effect laminate flooring and 9 various cans of paint
collecting
2549. M - One pallet containing a quantity of unused radiators and two white ceramic basins
2614. V - 1 blue / grey metal two door storage cabinet containing panels to take hanging Lin
2550. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including filters, valves etc
type storage bins (NO storage bins are included) - key with staff, please ask when
2551. M - 2 plastic tanks in metal frames previously used in Bio-fuel production
collecting
2552. M - 1 petrol engine garden vacuum / blower by Husqvarna
2615. V - 1 blue / grey metal two door storage cabinet containing panels to take hanging Lin
2553. M - 1 petrol engine backpack garden blower by Eckman type Euro II
type storage bins (NO storage bins are included) - key with staff, please ask when
2554. M - 1 industrial dehumidifier 110v
collecting
2555. M - 2 halogen heaters by Elite heat 110v
2616. V - 1 blue / grey metal industrial / warehouse computer cabinet - key with staff, please
2556. M - One set of pallet trucks by Robur
ask when collecting
2557. V - A pallet strapping kit including a trolley, metal strapping, 2 tensioners and clips
2617. V - 1 large wheeled plastic tub - blue
2558. V - One set of tri wheel sack trucks
2618. V - 1 large wheeled plastic tub - blue
2559. M - A Kubota GCD600C rear mounted 600L clam shell collector suitable for Kubota
2619. V - 1 large wheeled plastic tub - red
3030 range, fits 54 inch to 60 inch side discharge cutting decks. Retail price £4275
2620. M - 20 x various work trousers and 5 x Dickies Redhawk boiler suits
2560. M - A mobile multi section aluminium access tower with outriggers, walk boards etc
2621. M - 20 x various work trousers and 5 x Dickies Redhawk boiler suits
2561. M - 5 metal folding signs
2622. M - 20 x various work trousers and 5 x Dickies Redhawk boiler suits
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2623. M - 20 x various work trousers
2624. M - 20 x various work trousers
2625. M - 5 bags each containing 10 x pairs of work gloves (50 in total)
2626. M - 6 bags each containing 10 x pairs of work gloves (50 in total)
2627. V - 1 belt drive variable speed bench top milling machine by Toolco type VM30VB,
700mm table, 3MT spindle taper, 1kw brushless motor, 240v - unused
2628. V - 1 bench mounted hand operated mitre trimmer / guillotine by Axcaliber SP011633
2629. V - 1 precision bench top drilling machine by Axminster type M-360 102425. No SP
code visible
2630. V - 1 benchtop wood turning lathe by Axminster type Hobby Series AH-1218VS, 240v
(SP011895)
2631. M - 1 used bench top wood turning lathe with no make visible, 240v
2632. V - 1 small benchtop wood turning lathe by Proxxon type Micro DB250, 240v
(SP011279)
2633. V - 1 benchtop wood turning midi lathe by Teknatool type Nova Comet II, variable
speed, 240v (SP011778)
2634. V - One Comatic EZ400T Martin power feed with a SS03 smart stand. ELT002611 and
ELT004848
2635. V - 1 All Purpose engineers Vice by Axminster / SOBA, 5 inch (SP011750)
2636. V - 1 bench top powered hacksaw by Sieg type G1, 240v (SP011863)
2637. V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby Series HBS200N, 240v (SP011639)
2638. V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby Series HBS200N, 240v (SP011656)
2639. V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby Series HBS200N, 240v (SP011796)
2640. V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Jet type JWBS-9 - SP011730
2641. V - 1 bench top pillar drill by Jet type JDP-8, 240v (SP011857)
2642. V - 1 air operated masonry nailer by Axminster 64mm capacity together with a box of
1000 X 64mm masonry nails (SP011348 and SP011349)
2643. V - 1 air operated framing nailer (28 degree) with magnesium body
by Axminster (SP011643)
2644. V - 1 air operated framing nailer (28 degree) with magnesium body
by Axminster (SP011844)
2645. V - 1 Comatic AP34/AP48 power feed stand. 211498RT
2646. V - 1 wall mounted dust extractor by Axminster type CT-50RCK, 240v (SP011475)
2647. V - 1 copying attachment suitable for a lathe by Axminster, 1000mm (SP011049)
2648. V - 1 air filtration system by Jet type AFS1000B, 240v (SP011842)
2649. V - 1 dust collector by Jet type DC- 1000, 240v (APT006678)
2650. M - 1 wood working combination machine by Felder type CF731/03 (circular saw with
panel sliding table, spindle moulder / shaping unit, joiner assembly and planer assembly),
machine number 422.11.262.04, YOM 2004, 3ph supplied with a good selection of various
tooling and accessories
2651. V - One white metal work bench with wooden top (APT003975)
2652. V - One black / grey metal work bench with wooden top (APT003976)
2653. V - One metal machine stand by Axminster type Engineers Series Sieg 8 (SP010406)
2654. V - One metal machine stand by Axminster type Engineers Series Sieg 8 (SP010408)
2655. V - One pass through thicknesser by Axminster type TH410, 240v (SP011790)
2656. V - A 750mm wide manual shear, press brake and rolls combination machine
SP011694
2657. V - 1 dust extraction stand by Axminster with foot stop, 240v (SP010436)
2658. V - 1 Belt linisher by Axminster engineer series model BS150 x 2000. Sp-011466
2659. V - 1 stand for a X2 600858 machine. SP011322
2660. V - 1 wood turning lathe by Teknatool type 55217 Nova Galaxi DVR, 240v with stand
(SP011787)
2661. V - 1 variable speed woodturning lathe type VS142, 24Ov, with Delta inverter variable
speed drive system, 1.5 kW motor, spindle speeds 180 to 2800 RPM, distance between
centres 42 inch, spindle bore / tail stock bore 2MT and outboard turning
2662. V - One compact mitre saw stand with wheels by Axminster (SP011336)
2663. V - 1 air operated stapler by Axminster type AW9040L (SP011858)
2664. V - 1 ex-demo work bench by Sjobergs type Nordic 1660. Please note that this bench is
not supplied with any vices (505811)
2665. V - 1 portable circular saw with folding legs by Axminster type BTS 10ST, 240v
(SP011723)
2666. V - 2 work benches by Sjobergs, 1 storage module by Sjobergs type 04 and 1 other
work bench (beech) - not known if all items are complete
2667. M - 1 decorative wooden gate width approx 2.44m
2668. M - 1 individual bulk container (IBC)
2669. V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of 140 clay roof ridges
2670. V - 1 crate containing flooring slate comprising 369 pieces at 300mm x 300mm total
coverage 33.21 sq m,
2671. M - 1 yellow wheeled skip
2672. M - 1 pallet containing 6 x galvanised single bike racks
2673. M - 1 pallet containing 3 pieces of polished stone
2674. M - 1 pallet containing 3 access covers and 2 drainage channels
2675. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various wood and several concrete lintels
2676. M - A quantity of various wood and 1 large post
2677. M - 5 rolls of fern screening (1 is slightly shorter)
2678. V - 1 pallet containing lengths of rubber hose with metal fittings and 1 roll of lay flat
hose
2679. M - 4 tyres with rims to fit early Toyota Landcruiser
2680. M - A qty of various building wood. Stillage is not included (top stillage)
2681. M - A qty of various building wood. Stillage is not included (bottom stillage)
2682. M - A large quantity of various grey plastic and other ducting - stillage is included
2683. M - 5 plastic interlocking barriers. Stillage is not included
2684. M - A run of 2 bays (3 uprights) of grey / blue metal boltless pallet racking - stillage is
not included
2685. M - 1 pallet containing a qty of prefabricated fibre glass porch roofs
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2686. M - 1 green plastic unbunded oil tank by Titan type V2500 possibly unused.
2687. M - A large quantity of green plastic ducting by Emtelle 96.5mm x 4m long and well over
100 lengths in total
2688. M - 1 crate containing blue lime stone floor tiles (each tile 40cm x 40cm) total coverage
approx 10.2 sq m
2689. M - 1 crate containing blue lime stone floor tiles (each tile 40cm x 40cm) total coverage
approx 10.2 sq m
2690. M - 1 crate containing blue lime stone floor tiles (each tile 40cm x 40cm) total coverage
approx 10.2 sq m
2691. M - 1 crate containing blue lime stone floor tiles (each tile 40cm x 40cm) total coverage
approx 10.2 sq m
2692. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Trevano slate paving comprising of 145 pieces at 600mm
x 300mm x 21mm, total coverage 26.10 sq m
2693. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Trevano slate paving comprising of 143 pieces at 600mm
x 300mm x 21mm, total coverage 25.74 sq m
2694. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Trevano slate paving comprising of 141 pieces at 600mm
x 300mm x 21mm, total coverage 25. 38 sq m
2695. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Kandla Grey Sandstone paving comprising of 39 pieces
at 600mm x 600mm, total coverage 14.04 sq m
2696. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Raj Green Sandstone paving comprising of 121 pieces at
560mm x 290mm, total coverage 19.65 sq m
2697. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Raj Green Sandstone paving comprising of 128 pieces at
560mm x 290mm, total coverage 20.78 sq m
2698. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Raj Green Sandstone paving comprising of 126 pieces at
560mm x 290mm, total coverage 20.46 sq m
2699. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2700. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2701. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2702. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2703. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2704. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2705. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2706. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2707. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2708. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2709. V - 1 crate containing a qty of green slate paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
300mm x 300mm, total coverage 18 sq m
2710. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2711. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2712. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2713. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2714. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2715. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2716. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2717. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2718. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
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2719. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2720. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2721. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2722. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2723. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2724. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2725. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2726. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2727. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2728. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2729. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 10 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, 10 pieces at 600mm x 600mm, 30 pieces at 600mm x 300mm and 40 pieces at
295mm x 295mm, total coverage 17.88 sq m
2730. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 34 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, total coverage 18.36 sq m
2731. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 34 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, total coverage 18.36 sq m
2732. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 34 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, total coverage 18.36 sq m
2733. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of 34 pieces at 900mm x
600mm, total coverage 18.36 sq m
2734. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of a variety of sizes, total
coverage 16. 33 sq m
2735. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of a variety of sizes, total
coverage 16. 33 sq m
2736. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of a variety of sizes, total
coverage 16. 33 sq m
2737. V - 1 crate containing a qty of gold granite paving comprising of a variety of sizes, total
coverage 16. 33 sq m
2738. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Fossil Mint Sandstone paving comprising of 86 pieces at
560mm x 400mm, total coverage 19.26 sq m
2739. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Fossil Mint Sandstone paving comprising of 42 pieces at
560mm x 560mm, total coverage 13.17 sq m
2740. V - 1 crate containing a qty of Fossil Mint Sandstone paving comprising of 41 pieces at
560mm x 560mm, total coverage 12.85 sq m
2741. M - 1 forklift mountable frame - exact use unknown
2742. M - 3 used RSJs each approx 18cm x 10cm x 3.8m
2743. M - 1 digger bucket, 500mm, to suit 7 ton digger
2744. M - 1 digger bucket, 450mm, to suit 3 ton digger
2745. M - 1 digger bucket, 450mm, to suit 1.5 ton digger
2746. M - 9 x bags of de-icing salt - Handy Pack size
2747. M - 9 x bags of de-icing salt - Handy Pack size
2748. M - 9 x bags of de-icing salt - Handy Pack size
2749. M - 6 x bags of de-icing salt - Large Pack size
2750. M - 6 x bags of de-icing salt - Large Pack size
2751. M - 6 x bags of de-icing salt - Large Pack size
2752. M - 13 x bags of de-icing salt comprising 12 x Handy Pack size and 1 x Large Pack
size
2753. M - A pair of large galvanised metal gates each approx 2.5m wider
2754. M - 1 aluminium box lorry body with roller shutter on rear and Luton store on front, size
approx 2.08m wide and 4.8m (rear to front of Luton store)
2755. M - 1 aluminium flat bed lorry body with low sides and beaver tail size approx 2m wide
and 3m long
2756. M - 3 large plastic mobile bins
2757. M - A quantity of various metal stillages
2758. V - 10 various tyres - some are fitted to wheels
2759. M - 1 green metal tipping skip with forklift channel beneath
2760. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2761. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2762. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2763. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2764. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2765. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2766. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2767. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
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2768. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2769. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2770. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2771. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2772. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2773. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2774. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2775. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2776. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2777. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2778. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2779. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2780. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2781. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2782. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2783. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2784. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2785. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2786. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2787. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2788. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2789. V - 1 pallet containing a stack of two dumpy bags of logs suitable for firewood
2790. M - 8 industrial warehouse type lights by Philips
2791. M - 1 very long length of orange armoured cable by Cleveland Cable and 1 shorter
length of black armoured cable
2792. M - 2 industrial heaters by Rhino, 110v
2793. M - 5 various small industrial heaters, all 110v and several require attention
2794. V - 1 warehouse strapping / banding machine by Optimax type AFS900, YOM 2010,
240v
2795. V - 1 warehouse strapping / banding machine by Macfarlane type TP-601CE1,240V
2796. M - A quantity of various wood. This is the majority of the stock from a local cabinet
maker who has ceased trading and includes some interesting and quality wood. Contents
of one stillage which is not included
2797. M - A quantity of various MDF sheets. This is the majority of the stock from a local
cabinet maker who has ceased trading and includes some veneer faced boards. Contents
of one pallet which is not included
2798. M - A quantity of various wood veneer and 1 veneer cutter. This is the majority of the
stock from a local cabinet maker who has ceased trading and includes some interesting
and quality veneers . Contents of one shelf
2799. V - 1 pallet containing 3 x free standing bays of blue / grey metal boltless racking with
chipboard shelves, each bay approx 2.44m wide, 91cm deep and 2.44m high and has
three shelves (see made up example on RHS which is not included)
2800. V - 1 pallet containing 3 x free standing bays of blue / grey metal boltless racking with
chipboard shelves, each bay approx 2.44m wide, 91cm deep and 2.44m high and has
three shelves (see made up example on RHS which is not included)
2801. M - 1 mechanics creeper board
2802. M - A quantity of various items including a slab cutting guide, door runners, plastic posts
etc. Contents of two shelves
2803. M - 2 rolls of solar control window film
2804. M - 3 woven wood fence panels each approx 1.8m x 90cm
2805. M - 4 wood / bamboo fence panels each approx 1.8m x 90cm
2806. M - 4 wood / bamboo fence panels each approx 1.8m x 90cm
2807. M - 11 gas fires by Lifestyle - please note that some of these heaters have no regulators
and require attention
2808. M - 11 gas fires by Lifestyle - please note that some of these heaters have no regulators
and require attention
2809. M - 4 sheets of under screed insulation – 220mm
2810. M - 11 sheets of under screed insulation – 130mm
2811. M - 80 x slabs of insulation each at 1200mm x 450mm x 50mm. Expanded polystyrene
with reflective foil on one side type.
2812. M - 80 x slabs of insulation each at 1200mm x 450mm x 50mm. Expanded polystyrene
with reflective foil on one side type.
2813. M - 80 x slabs of insulation each at 1200mm x 450mm x 50mm. Expanded polystyrene
with reflective foil on one side type.
2814. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various catering type racking - not known if
complete
2815. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various catering type racking - not known if
complete
2816. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including a concave mirror, OHP
trolleys, a floor mat set etc
2817. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of composite roofing slates each approx 500 x
250mm
2818. V - 3 pieces of slate each approx 1.5m x 90cm
2819. V - 3 pieces of slate each approx 1.5m x 90cm - 1 has a small cut in it
2820. V - 3 pieces of slate - 2 x approx 1.5m x 90cm and 1 x approx 1.5m x 80cm
2821. V - 3 pieces of slate - 2 x approx 2m x 1m and 1 x approx 1.8m x 90cm
2822. V - 1 large radial arm cross cut saw by Stromab type RS130, YOM 2001, 3ph, 48 inch
cut
2823. M - A twin axle Ifor Williams trailer type LM106 with a pair of ramps, beaver tail
attachment and spare wheel. Body size approx 3.08m x 2m and sides are 37cm high
2824. M - A single axle heavy duty galvanised trailer by Knott, YOM 2015, type 02DCLXA1,
bed size approx 2m 63cm x 1.2m. Suitable for conversion to take tank, generator etc
2825. M - A twin axle unbraked high sided trailer with drop down hinged tail gate, body size
approx 1.4m long x 1.28m wide, sides are 65cm high, front board is 1.24m high
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2826. M - 1 large frame with 2 mirrored doors and 1 hanging bar with 2 large mirrored doors.
The mirrors are cut from toughened glass.
2827. M - 1 large sheet material trolley
2828. M - A metal framed two wheeled pony trap and a qty of various tack etc
2829. M - 1 petrol engine child size quad bike by RAM Type R 100 manual in office
2830. V - 1 multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6. 5kw
2831. V - 1 multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6. 5kw
2832. V - 1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
2833. V - 1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
2834. M - A qty of various items including wheel trims, a car radio, stair spindles etc. Contents
of 2 shelves
2835. M - A qty of various items including lights, a Bosch angle grinder, ceiling tiles etc.
Contents of 2 shelves
2836. M - A quantity of various garden tools including a Flymo lawn mower,
2 strimmers (including 1 cordless) , a hedge trimmer, a Gtech cordless cylinder mower
etc. Contents of two shelves
2837. M - A qty of various tools including saws, a heat gun, sanders, drills etc. Contents of two
shelves
2838. M - A qty of various garden tools including a Flymo garden vac, a petrol
engine strimmer by Victa, a Bosch hedge trimmer etc. Contents of two shelves
2839. M - 1 electric snow thrower by Westfalia and 1 submersible pump
2840. V - 2 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2841. V - 2 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2842. V - 2 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2843. V - 4 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2844. V - 4 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2845. V - 4 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
2846. V - A quantity of various items including flat packed boxes, a metal louvred panel, 2
convex mirrors, metal tins etc. Contents of 1 bay /4 shelves plus bits leaning up on right
hand side
2847. M - A quantity of health care particulate respirator and surgical masks by 3M
2848. M - 4 price label guns
2849. M - 4 price label guns
2850. M - 4 price label guns
2851. M - 1 tile cutter 110v and a qty of black plastic spray bottles. Contents of two shelves
2852. M - 3 various starter motors by Wai
2853. M - 3 various alternators by Wai
2854. M - 3 various alternators by Wai
2855. M - 3 various alternators by Wai
2856. M - 3 various alternators by Wai
2857. M - 3 various alternators by Wai
2858. M - 3 various alternators by Wai
2859. M - A quantity of various black boots. Contents of two shelves
2860. M - 1 concave mirror and 1 semi circular mirror
2861. V - BLANK LOT
2862. M - 3 extension cable reels by Pro-Elec Contents of one shelf
2863. M - One domestic steam cleaner by Karcher type SC4
2864. V - 1 welding helmet type WH7000
2865. V - 1 welding helmet type WH7000
2866. V - 1 welding helmet type WH9801, red
2867. V - 1 welding helmet type WH9801, black
2868. V - 4 x angle grinders by IFL, 110v, 5 inch
2869. V - 4 x angle grinders by IFL, 110v, 5 inch
2870. V - 4 x angle grinders by IFL, 110v, 5 inch
2871. V - 4 x angle grinders by IFL, 110v, 5 inch
2872. V - 2 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 2.5mm x 300mm
2873. V - 2 x 20kg boxes of welding electrodes, 2.5mm x 300mm
2874. V - 3 x 20kg packs of welding electrodes, 3.2mm x 350mm
2875. V - 2 x 20kg packs of welding electrodes, 3.2mm x 350mm
2876. V - 1 angle grinder by IFL, 7 inch, 110v
2877. M - 1 portable chain mortiser by Ryobi type CM30, 240v
2878. V - A 7 piece hose clamp pliers set by Neilsen
2879. M - A quantity of various gate furniture (hinges etc)
2880. M - 2 x 30L drums of industrial multi-purpose degreaser
2881. M - A quantity of various items including a router by Precision Tools and an unrelated
36v battery / charger. Contents of one shelf
2882. M - A quantity of various tools, a folding work bench etc Contents of two shelves
2883. M - A quantity of various items including gloves, tools, an aerial, a convex mirror etc
Contents of 5 shelves
2884. V - 1 roll of Hepworth central heating pipe type Hep2O
2885. M - 2 Venetian blinds
2886. M - A quantity of various tools including 2 jigsaws, a polisher, an angle grinder, a drill,
screwdrivers, a tap / die set etc. Contents of two shelves
2887. M - 1 pressure washer by Karcher type 695 and a qty of lorry ratchet straps. Contents of
one shelf
2888. M - A quantity of various items including an angle grinder, cordless tools, 2 sledge
hammers etc. Contents of two shelves
2889. M - A qty of various items including a bench grinder, abrasives, welding clamps, rods
etc. Contents of two shelves
2890. M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Stihl type 009
2891. M - 1 leaf blower / vac by McCulloch type BVM240
2892. M - 1 metal work bench approx 2m x 91cm
2893. M - 1 metal work bench with vice attached and shelves below approx 1.83m x 76cm
2894. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including plumbing items, electrical
items etc.
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2895. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various armoured and other cable
2896. M - 2 bays of commercial catering type mobile racking
2897. M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various colour unprinted banners
2898. M - 2 Acrow type props and 2 metal trestle supports
2899. V - 1 small metal / blue plastic two shelf trolley
2900. M - A twin axle box trailer with hinged drive up rear door, no make / model visible, YOM
1999, gross capacity believed to be 3000kg, body size approx 4.2m long x 1.9m wide and
overall height including wheels approx 2.83m supplied with a spare wheel and 2 spare
mud guards
2901. M - 10% BP + Vat. Land Rover Discovery Estate, VRM: LT09 YDY, Odometer: 156,949,
2720cc, Automatic, Diesel, Grey, 1st Reg: 06/03/2009, MOT: 03/04/2018, V5C Present,
Key Present, manuals in office. Former Keepers: 4.
2902. M – 10% BP + Vat. Piaggio Scooter, X9 125, reg WA53 CVG, 1st reg 16/09/2003,
124cc petrol, Silver, No MoT or tax. V5 present, deceased estate.

